PUBLIC NOTICE
In Accordance with the Statutes of the State of Illinois and the Ordinances of the City of Highland Park,
a Regular Meeting of the Highland Park Plan Commission is scheduled to be held at the hour of 7:30
P.M. on Tuesday, December 6, 2011 at the Highland Park City Hall, 1707 St. Johns Avenue, Highland
Park, Illinois, during which it is anticipated there will be a discussion of the following:
City of Highland Park
Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission
Highland Park City Hall, 1707 St. Johns Avenue
December 6, 2011
7:30 P.M.
MEETING AGENDA
I.

Call to Order

II. Roll Call
III. Approval of Minutes
A. Regular Meeting of November 15, 2011
IV. Scheduled Business
A. Preapplication Discussion for a Proposed Amendment to the Renaissance Place Planned

Development at 1849 Green Bay Road and 1850 and 1866 Second St. to Change the
Permissible Land Use of Some First Floor Leasable Areas from Retail Use to Office or
Restaurant Use.. The Plan Commission will give guidance to Applicant, Metzler
Renaissance Place LP, in preparation of a public hearing application to amend the existing
Renaissance Place Planned Development to change the land use of certain first floor leasable
spaces.
B. Introductory Presentation and Discussion of the Draft Bike-Walk HP 2030 Plan, a Plan

for Improvement of Non-Motorized Transportation Facilities and Complete Streets
Policy. The Plan Commission will hear a staff presentation on the Draft Bike-Walk HP 2030
Plan, and then have an opportunity to ask questions and offer suggestions to staff for
finalization of this Master Plan Element that will establish a Complete Streets Policy and will
replace the Greenways Element of the Master Plan.

V. Other Business
A. Business from the Public
B. Next Meeting- Regular Meeting December 20, 2011
C. Case Briefing
VI. Adjournment
Posted at City Hall before 5:00 p.m. on November 30, 2011

CITY OF HIGHLAND PARK
Tuesday, November 15, 2011
MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF
THE PLAN COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF HIGHLAND PARK, IL

MEETING DATE:

Tuesday, November 15, 2011

MEETING LOCATION:

Council Chambers, City Hall, 1707 St. John’s Avenue
Highland Park, IL

I.

CALL TO ORDER

At 7:30 PM the Chairman called the meeting to order and asked Director Blue to call the roll.
II.

ROLL CALL

Members Present: Chairman Dytrych, Berman, Cohen, Glenner, Kaplan
Members Absent: Cowin, Rubin
Director Blue took the roll and declared a quorum present.
Council Liaison: Mandel
Staff Present: Sloan, Blue, Beckner
III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A.

Meeting of the Plan Commission, November 1, 2011.

Chairman Dytrych entertained a motion to approve the minutes of the Regular Meeting
of the Plan Commission held on November 1, 2011. Commissioner Glenner made a
motion to approve the minutes; the motion was seconded by Commissioner Cohen. On a
voice vote, the minutes were approved unanimously. Vice Chair Berman and
Commissioner Kaplan voted present.
IV.

SCHEDULED BUSINESS
A.

Consideration of a Final Plan of Development for a Proposed Special Use for
a Planned Development with Resubdivision to Allow Expansion of an
Existing Legally Non-Conforming Use of General Office at 2132 and 2138
Green Bay Road.

Planner Beckner made a presentation regarding the Final Plan of Development for the
proposed expansion of the existing legally non-conforming office building. She
compared the approved Preliminary Plan of Development with the proposed Final Plan
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and addressed the applicant’s desire to phase the development into two phases. She
reviewed the site plan details of Phase 1 and 2, the relief requested, the public benefit and
parking and landscape changes.
Vice Chair Berman asked why there were two phases.
Planner Beckner replied the applicant would answer this.
Vice Chair Berman asked if there was a time period for Phase 2 to occur.
Manager Sloan stated the applicant would elaborate on this issue.
Planner Becker stated there is no time requirement in the Code.
Vice Chair Berman asked if this project was reviewed as a planned development when it
last came before the board.
Planner Beckner stated it was reviewed as a preliminary planned development with a
rezoning request, but that the City Council preferred that relief be granted to the
restrictions on expansion of a non-conforming use and building rather than rezone the
property to RO.
Vice Chair Berman asked if the applicant was in agreement with the restrictive covenants
suggested by the City Council regarding residential use.
Manager Sloan stated there were several options for granting variations and the PUD
process was the best option for seeking relief.
Vice Chair Berman asked about the Phase 2 site plan and the heritage tree.
Planner Beckner replied it would remain as is. The City Forester looked at it to assure
the tree island was substantial enough to maintain it. She said the pervious paving would
help as well.
Vice Chair Berman asked if the façade would change with the two phases.
Planner Beckner stated it would remain the same as on the preliminary plan.
Commissioner Kaplan asked what would be used to construct the Phase 1 parking lot.
Planner Beckner replied it would be permeable concrete.
Chairman Dytrych asked about City Council’s restriction on multi-family. He asked if
this ran with the land.
Manager Sloan stated once a property was a planned development it almost permanently
stays that way. The amount of this property is insufficient for multi-family use even if
the covenant was not in place. If they acquired an adjoining parcel they could have the
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minimum amount of land necessary for multi-family use, but they could seek an
amendment to the PUD for multi-family housing.
Chairman Dytrych asked if it would be precluded for this parcel in conjunction with
neighboring parcels.
Manager Sloan stated only while the current PUD ordinance is in effect.
Chairman Dytrych mentioned the 22’ setback to the Phase I parking lot and asked if there
was discussion about making it 25’ and conforming thus eliminating the need for relief.
Planner Beckner stated they did not need relief for the parking area since parking in a
front yard is permitted as long as they have adequate screening which they are proposing.
Commissioner Cohen asked if the property use was private business.
Planner Beckner stated it was presently vacant and had previously been a dental
laboratory.
Commissioner Cohen asked about the proposed use for the entire property.
Planner Beckner stated it was to be a financial office.
Commissioner Cohen asked if parking access was off Glenview Ave.
Planner Beckner stated it was for the exterior parking, but access from Green Bay Rd. is
used to enter the for the garage where there is indoor parking.
Commissioner Cohen asked if there was an entrance to the new and existing buildings
from the exterior parking lot.
Planner Beckner stated there is, from the outdoor/back parking area.
Commissioner Cohen asked if the parking had been reviewed in terms of access around
the island.
Planner Beckner stated it required modification and it was operating as a one-way drive
aisle. They would require a 24’ drive aisle for two-way traffic.
Commissioner Cohen asked if the DRC had reviewed the plan yet.
Planner Beckner replied they had not reviewed the Phase 1 plan.
Commissioner Cohen asked if the Phase 1 landscaping would remain on the new lot and
if the new building would be where the parking lot is.
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Planner Beckner referred to the Phase 2 site plan and stated the building would encroach
into the front yard setback so some of the landscaping would be removed for the
expansion.
Chairman Dytrych asked the applicant to explain the current plan and the changes.
Mr. Chris Chabraja of SHR Management, Inc. explained the reason for the phasing was
due to financial reasons and the owner’s health issues. He stated the owner realizes the
vacant building is an eyesore. They also have a need for improved parking. There would
be pervious paving and they would keep the green space beyond what it would be in
Phase 2.
Chairman Dytrych asked about the timing for the project.
Mr. Chabraja stated they intended to complete Phase 1 spring 2012 and Phase 2 a couple
years later.
Commissioner Kaplan asked about the pervious pavement for the new parking and if the
new pavement would be removed for the new building.
Mr. Chabraja replied it would.
Commissioner Kaplan asked if it would remain permanently for the spaces north of the
heritage tree.
Mr. Chabraja replied it would.
Commissioner Kaplan mentioned the drive west of the tree would be 11’ wide. He asked
if the drive was for the 8 spaces.
Mr. Chabraja replied it was.
Commissioner Kaplan stated he did not see a downside to the project.
Chairman Dytrych asked if the white roof was intended to be installed during the Phase 1
construction and extended during Phase 2.
Mr. Chabraja replied it would be installed during Phase 2.
Chairman Dytrych asked for questions for the timing of Phase 2.
Manager Sloan they would need to be specific before they went before City Council.
Chairman Dytrych asked what would happen if the timing was not adhered to.
Manager Sloan said the City could revoke the special use permit, but more likely what
would occur would be that the applicant would propose to amend the Planned
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Development. If they decided not go forward with Phase 2 the applicant would have to
have a minor amendment to make Phase 1 acceptable as a final form of development.
Director Blue stated the City would have the right, but not the obligation, to withdraw the
special use and planned development. The City would like to have as much certainty
from the applicant as possible.
Chairman Dytrych stated there were opportunities to work with the City if circumstances
changed and there were downsides if timing was not observed as agreed.
Commissioner Cohen asked what the maximum period of time City Council would allow
for Phase 2.
Manager Sloan stated there was no specific time period; the Code states construction
must commence within one year of the final approval and proceed in a reasonable
fashion to completion. The Code says for phasing a plan is needed.
Commissioner Cohen asked how many people currently work in the space.
Mr. Chabraja replied there were seven but they were not all there at the same time
Commissioner Cohen asked if more people would work there when the second phase is
added.
Mr. Chabraja replied it might increase to nine.
Councilman Mandel asked if the applicant did not construct Phase 2 and planning
decisions changed the intended future use of the site could the City Council revoke the
planned development.
Manager Sloan stated if there was planning activity for the neighborhood and a zoning
change, a change in underlying zoning does not revoke a planned development.
Councilman Mandel asked if they needed a planned development for Phase 1.
Manager Sloan stated they do.
Councilman Mandel asked if before they construct Phase 2 and the City wanted other
uses would they be able to proceed. Councilman Mandel said they wanted the property
improved and if there was a different plan for the neighborhood they might want to
reconsider.
Director Blue said that the underlying zoning could be changed but if the applicant is
completing within the terms of the approved development the change in zoning would
not prohibit Phase 2 from being constructed.
Vice Chair Berman asked if this development would have a development agreement.
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Manager Sloan replied it would have a development agreement and an ordinance.
Vice Chair Berman asked if the Commission could encourage the Council to make sure
there is a time limit for completion of Phase 2.
Manager Sloan replied, yes.
Vice Chair Berman stated he would recommend to make this a condition of the
agreement.
Commissioner Glenner asked if this put the petitioner in a worse position than if they had
a straight rezoning. He was not sure why they would have a penalty on this
development.
Director Blue stated the question was whether there should be a time limit on Phase 2.
Commissioner Glenner suggested maybe there should not be a time limit.
Vice Chair Berman asked if they did not have a Phase 2 would there be a time limit at all.
Director Blue stated Code requirements stated construction must be started within one
year and pursued to completion. He said they could stipulate Phase 2 must start within a
certain period.
Commissioner Cohen asked if they did not impose a time limit on Phase 2 would it
impact the green roof-- the public benefit.
Manager Sloan stated Phase 1 does not require a public benefit.
Director Blue stated the benefit of the pervious paving is still provided.
Commissioner Cohen asked if this project was consistent with the neighborhood and the
downtown plan.
Manager Sloan stated the owner wanted to improve their property and that this coincides
with the public planning process for the area. She did not think this would inhibit what
the revised plan contains. This is a modest addition and the owner is aware of the need
to assemble properties for residential use.
Director Blue stated the planning for downtown currently is in the B4 across the street.
This side of the street is operating under the previous plan which called for it to be
rezoned to its current district, RM1.
Commissioner Cohen asked if they were approving the island as is, or approving it
subject to reworking the site plan.
Manager Sloan stated the small adjustments would have to be made.
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Commissioner Kaplan asked if the island would be smaller in Phase 2.
Mr. Chabraja replied yes. He stated the round section is already paved over. They
would lose part of the northeast corner.
Commissioner Kaplan mentioned the heritage tree and thought care should be taken
when the new pervious paving and building is constructed. He agreed with
Commissioner Glenner in that if Phase 2 did not occur any time soon he did not see any
negatives. He mentioned signage being installed indicating the new pervious pavement.
Mr. Chabraja replied it would be installed with Phase 1.
Chairman Dytrych mentioned the time limit for Phase 2 and if seven years later the
applicant decided to proceed with Phase 2, would the applicant have to come back to the
Commission.
Manager Sloan replied he would just have to get a building permit if no time limit is
imposed.
Chairman Dytrych thanked Mr. Chabraja for his input.
Commissioner Kaplan asked if some timing should be required and how restrictive it
should be.
Vice Chair Berman stated they were approving the final development plan.
Manager Sloan stated the action tonight was to advise City Council whether the final
plan substantially conforms to the preliminary plan. If there are any additional
conditions now would be the time to insert them into the motion.
Commissioner Kaplan stated any time condition should be flexible.
Commissioner Glenner asked what would happen if the applicant did not meet the time
condition. Would it be a use it or loose it situation? He wanted to know if it would be
punitive.
Vice Chair Berman stated any development which came before the Commission was
given one year to commence. He liked Phase 1 and thought two or three years would be
the right time.
Manager Sloan stated a residential development would require more incentive measures
as opposed to an office building.
Councilman Mandel stated they were grateful the property was being improved. If an
active development occurred in B4 which interacted with this property and there was no
time limit, what would happen if it did not move forward.
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Commissioner Glenner stated he did not think the time condition should be too short or
the penalty too harsh.
Manager Sloan stated it seemed the consensus was that Phase 2 commence within “X”
number of years, and if not they would have to appear for reapproval of Phase 2.
Chairman Dytrych asked if the commissioners had any suggestions for a time condition
and if not they would leave it to the Council’s discretion.
Manager Sloan asked if there was a time range.
Chairman Dytrych asked if five years was too long.
Manager Sloan stated the time conditions start from the date of approval by the Council.
Commissioner stated five years was reasonable.
Commissioner Glenner agreed.
Vice Chair Berman stated two to five years was reasonable.
Chairman Dytrych thought three to five years was reasonable.
Director Blue stated they could vote on the conformance with the preliminary plan and
staff would report this discussion to City Council.
Manager Sloan stated that possibly the applicant would have a definite request by the
time they appeared before City Council.
Commissioner Glenner asked that they communicate the non-punitive aspect.
Chairman Dytrych mentioned the updated plans and asked if they were incorporated into
the record or did they need to make specific reference.
Manager Sloan stated they did not have to enumerate them, but stated the submittal of
November 15, 2011 was sufficient.
Chairman Dytrych entertained a motion to approve, so moved by Vice Chair Berman to
approve the final development plan for a proposed special use for a planned development
with resubdivision for the property at 2132 and 2138 Green Bay Road, and finding it
substantially conforms to the approved preliminary plan with the addition of the
November 15, 2011 submittal The motion was seconded by Commissioner Cohen.
Without further discussion, Director Blue called the roll.
On a roll call vote:
Voting Aye: Berman, Cohen, Kaplan, Glenner, Dytrych
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Voting Nay: none
Chairman Dytrych declared that the motion passed 5 to 0.
V.

OTHER BUSINESS
A.

Business from the public. There being none, the meeting proceeded.

B.

Next Regular Meeting.
Chairman Dytrych announced the next regular meeting of the Plan Commission
is scheduled for December 6, 2011. There will be a special meeting at 6:30 PM
preceding the regular meeting regarding changes to the Thornton’s development.

C.

Case Briefing. Manager Sloan reported there were none.
Director Blue reported a TIF district was created several years ago for the
Ravinia district to encourage revitalization in the area. Through the TIF funding a
market study was performed to identify ideas for revitalization. One of the ideas
is to create a business district organization. City Council authorized a 501 (C) 3
organization which would be the Ravinia Business District Alliance to serve to
organize the businesses, recruit businesses and coordinate marketing. They will
look into streetscape improvements and this will be established either this year or
early next year. They will have an executive director. They will look at the
zoning in terms of non-retail uses being allowed on the street front and additional
uses.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

Chairman Dytrych entertained a motion to adjourn. Vice Chair Berman made a motion to
adjourn; the motion was seconded by Commissioner Kaplan. On a voice vote, the motion passed
unanimously.
The Plan Commission adjourned its meeting at 8:45 PM.

Respectfully submitted,
Michael Blue Director
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MEMORANDUM

To:

Plan Commission

From: Department of Community Development
Date: December 6, 2011
Re:

Pre-Application Discussion Pertaining to Potential Amendment of
Renaissance Place Planned Development

The owners of Renaissance Place (Metzler Renaissance Place LP) are seeking an
amendment of the Planned Development which controls the mixed-use shopping center
located on the east side of Green Bay Road north of Central Avenue. The development is
located in the B5 Central Business and Pedestrian Oriented Shopping Overlay (POSO
zoning districts. The owners seek to have the allowable land use for certain storefronts on
the ground floor level of the development be re-designated from retail use to office or
restaurant use. The proposed amendment will not add additional (new) floor area or
change the physical extents of the development (the building envelope). The applicant
desires the amendment because the Planned Development’s controlling documents do not
permit ground floor office space and also limits the total amount of restaurant space
permitted to 9,038 square feet. In light of these conditions, the owners have determined
that to attract potential lessees to vacant storefronts at Renaissance Place, they require
additional flexibility with regard to the permissible land uses at the ground floor level.
The amendments sought constitute a “substantial change” to the Planned Development
and will require a Plan Commission public hearing and approval by City Council. The
intent of the proposed amendment is solely to allow the owners to have alternative land
uses for some of the ground floor space.
The Plan Commission may recall that representatives of Renaissance Place management
testified during the public hearings related to the 2011 POSO boundary adjustments and
regulations of their desire to have a number of suites at the development exempted from
the requirements of the overlay zoning district. The Plan Commission ultimately did not
forward a recommendation to the City Council pertaining to additional deregulation
criteria for the POSO, which left the owners of Renaissance Place with only the option of
amending the Planned Development to allow for the restaurant use and amending the
Planned Development and pursuing the current deregulation criteria to allow for the
ground floor office space use.
The Renaissance Place Planned Development was approved in 1998 with a minor
amendment incorporated in 2000 to adjust the total amount of on-site parking. The owner
has provided a breakdown of the current uses; the square footage of the floor area
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contained in the development, a summary of the proposed modifications and a
breakdown of the on-site parking in the three distinct parking areas: the surface lots on
Green Bay Road and Elm Place/Second Street; and, the underground parking (attached).

Proposed Modifications to Planned Development
The applicant is requesting a modification of the permitted land use for a number of
suites on the ground floor level. At present, the Planned Development does not permit
office use on the ground floor of the development and limits restaurant use to a few
specific locations. Specifically proposed are the following changes:
Suite #
101 and 105

Square Footage
934 and 4,200
Total = 5,134

112

2,943

113
115

1,008
2,088

Current Use
Vacant Retail
(former Homemade
Pizza)
Vacant Retail
(former Ann Taylor)
Vacant Retail
(former Dalaj)
Retail (Jamba Juice)
Retail (Belly Dance)

Proposed Use
Retail: 3,134 sq. ft.
Office: 2,000 sq. ft.

Restaurant
Restaurant
Restaurant

In summary, the proposed modifications requested would add 6,039 square feet of
restaurant space; and 2,000 square feet of office space and reduce the allocation of retail
space in the development by 8,039 square feet. Both ground floor office and restaurant
land use are permitted in the B5 zoning district. Ground floor office space is not a
permitted use in the POSO district. Renaissance Place is within the boundaries of both
the B5 and POSO districts. The existing and proposed site plans illustrating the modified
storefront locations are attached.

Suites 101 & 105: Proposed for Retail and Office

Suites 112, 113 and 115: Proposed for restaurant use
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Implications for On-Site Parking
One potential impact of the proposed modifications is on the supply of off-street parking
at Renaissance Place. While the modifications proposed do not add floor area to the
development, the requested uses (office and restaurant) have greater off-street parking
requirements than the previous retail use. The zoning code requires 3.3 parking spaces
per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area (GFA) for retail use and in comparison, the code
requires 4.0 and 10.8 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of GFA for office and
restaurant use, respectively. The applicant intends to address these greater parking
demands for the proposed uses at the public hearing.
Renaissance Place provides a total of 519 spaces in three lots; there are surface lots on
Green Bay Road (62 spaces) and Elm Place/Second Street (29 spaces) and an
underground parking structure (428 spaces). The number of parking spaces at
Renaissance Place is far less than would be required by a strict calculation of all of the
individual uses contained in the development. The approved number of parking spaces
was developed using assumptions for shared parking among land uses based on the
timing of particular activities, reductions in the required number due to the location of the
development near transit facilities, reductions based on assumptions related to a captive
market analysis for the development and the potential for some employees to park offsite.
The applicant has submitted a memorandum from Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Inc.
(GHA) with preliminary information related to the existing parking demands and
requirements and parking occupancy information for two study dates in November 2011.
GHA’s findings for these two dates were that parking occupancy was approximately 50%
of the total supply and that the surface lots are used much more extensively than the
underground parking. GHA did note that the low parking occupancy rates observed are
partially attributable to approximately 30,000 square feet of vacant retail; office and
restaurant space in the development.
GHA’s memorandum did not address the issue of on-site versus off-site employee
parking or potential traffic impacts of the proposed modification on the adjacent
roadways.
Other Issues
Aside from issues related to off-street parking and potential traffic impacts, the
Commission is asked to consider whether the proposed modifications result in changes
that significantly alter the character and function of Renaissance Place that may be
inconsistent with the City Master Plan for the Central District.
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Recommendation
The Department of Community Development recommends that the Plan Commission
consider the applicant’s request and direct the applicant to provide additional information
as needed for the public hearing.
Attachments:
-

Application Cover Letter (11-15-11)
Existing and Proposed Uses Summary (11-14-11)
Existing Site Plan, DZA Associates (11-15-11)
Proposed Site Plan, DZA Associates (11-15-11)
Preliminary Parking Analysis Memo, Gewalt Hamilton Associates (11-18-11)
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Ms. Christiane Fischer
Mid America Asset Management

From: Daniel P. Brinkman, P.E., PTOE
Date: November 18, 2011
Re:

Parking Study
Renaissance Place
Proposed PUD Amendment
Highland Park, IL

Per your request, Gewalt Hamilton Associates, Inc. (GHA) has begun to review the existing parking
demands and requirements of the above referenced property as it relates to the proposed Planned Unit
Development (PUD) amendment. Moving forward, GHA will examine in detail the current parking
demands, the current parking supply for the PUD in accordance with the City of Highland Park’s Zoning
Ordinance, and the potential for the site to accommodate the parking supply for the proposed changes in
occupancy (i.e. an increase of approximately 6,100 square feet of allowable restaurant space and a ground
floor office space of approximately 2,000 square feet.)
Currently there are a total of 519 parking spaces that support the mix of uses on site, which includes:







30 residential apartment units
Approximately 51,000 square feet of office space
Approximately 9,000 square feet of restaurant space
745 seat Fine Arts Theater
Approximately 105,000 square feet of retail space (includes SAKS Fifth Ave 48,000 sq ft.)
The adjacent SBC/Ameritech Building

The parking supply is consistent with and meets the requirements of the original PUD for the Renaissance
Place development and the 2000 Council Action which revised the required parking supply to 519 spaces.
Note that it is our understanding that SBC/Ameritech has some rights to up to 49 parking spaces within the
underground garage, but has only marked and utilized up to 10 of those spaces since the center was
constructed.
Exhibit 1 illustrates the location of Renaissance Place, bordered by Green Bay Road on the west, Second
Street on the east, Central Avenue on the south and Elm Place on the north.
Exhibit 2 identifies the two surface parking lots which provide a total of 91 parking spaces as well as the
entry points for the underground garage which provides an additional 428 spaces. While on-street parking
observations adjacent to Renaissance Place were also made, it is the on-site surface and underground garage
that will serve as the primary study areas for our analyses.
On Tuesday November 8, and Saturday November 12, 2011 GHA conducted observations of the existing
parking occupancy of the surface and underground garage spaces. Exhibits 3a & 3b tabulate our observations
between the hours of 7:00 am and 7:00 pm on Tuesday and between 10:00 am and 8:00 pm on Saturday.

PUD Amendment – Parking Study
Renaissance Place
Highland Park, IL

As can be seen in Exhibits 3a & 3b, occupancy of the on site spaces was less than 50% during all observed
hours, with the exception being the observed peak of 52% (271 total occupied spaces) at 3:00 pm on
Tuesday afternoon. The majority of the available spaces were in the garage. The relatively low occupancy
observed can be partially explained by the existing vacancy at the center, which includes:




Approximately 13,500 square feet of retail space
Approximately 6,000 square feet of restaurant space
Approximately 12,400 square feet of office space

These observations will be compared with the current retail and office vacancy to determine an estimated
demand if the center was at full occupancy. GHA will then compare that requirement to the theoretical
requirement should the proposed changes in office and retail/restaurant spaces be made to determine if
adequate parking supply can be provided. Careful consideration will be given to the different user groups
and a comparison between overall parking supply and spaces available to the public, reserved spaces for
residential tenants and SBC as well as employees will be differentiated.
As you may be aware, the City of Highland Park has a number of allowances for parking calculations in the
B-5 Zoning district as well as for the Pedestrian Oriented Shopping Overlay district. Lastly, the City’s
Zoning Ordinance allows for an analysis based on Shared Parking, which will be beneficial to a multi-use
development such as Renaissance Place.
I hope you find this preliminary information helpful. Our complete analyses and findings will follow.
The following Exhibits were referenced. They provide technical support for our preliminary observations and
findings discussed above.
Exhibits:

1.
2.
3a.
3b.

Site Location Map
Parking Study Areas
Existing Parking Occupancy – Weekday
Existing Parking Occupancy – Saturday
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Subject Site – Renaissance Place Green Bay Rd @ Central Ave; Highland Park, IL

Exhibit 1

Location Map

Garage Access

“Corner Lot”

Garage Access

“Green Bay Rd Lot”

Study Area – Renaissance Place Green Bay Rd @ Central Ave; Highland Park, IL

Exhibit 2

Study Area Map

Exhibit 3a
Parking Occupancy - Weekday
Renaissance Place; Highland Park, IL
Tuesday November 8, 2011

G1
Description
Spaces

Green Bay
Green Bay Corner Surface Residential
Road Bay
Road Bay E Lot (2HC) TOTAL
Reserved
W

G2

G3

G4

GT

SBC*

HC

Reg

Garage
Total

Site
Total

Occupied

Percent

31

31

29

91

30

10*

9

389

428

519

7:00 AM

12

7

0

19

10

2

4

37

53

72

14%

8:00 AM

16

15

1

32

16

4

4

63

87

119

23%

9:00 AM

14

17

6

37

15

4

5

91

115

152

29%

10:00 AM

31

27

0

58

15

5

4

149

173

231

45%

11:00 AM

25

23

14

62

15

5

5

155

180

242

47%

12:00 PM

29

23

17

69

13

3

6

154

176

245

47%

1:00 PM

20

19

12

51

14

3

4

151

172

223

43%

2:00 PM

30

27

12

69

15

4

5

163

187

256

49%

3:00 PM

30

21

11

62

15

5

5

184

209

271

52%

4:00 PM

16

19

16

51

13

4

5

170

192

243

47%

5:00 PM

11

25

17

53

8

3

6

89

106

159

31%

6:00 PM

20

20

11

51

6

3

8

73

90

141

27%

7:00 PM

10

9

11

30

4

3

6

53

66

96

18%

Hour Beginning

Exhibit 3b
Parking Occupancy - Saturday
Renaissance Place; Highland Park, IL
Saturday November 12, 2011

G1
Description
Spaces

Green Bay
Green Bay Corner Surface Residential
Road Bay
Road Bay E Lot (2HC) TOTAL
Reserved
W

G2

G3

G4

GT

SBC*

HC

Reg

Garage
Total

Site
Total

Occupied

Percent

31

31

29

91

30

10*

9

389

428

519

10:00 AM

29

26

3

58

10

2

4

79

95

153

29%

11:00 AM

28

25

17

70

10

2

4

92

108

178

34%

12:00 PM

31

27

26

84

10

2

7

101

120

204

39%

1:00 PM

31

27

26

84

6

2

4

125

137

221

43%

2:00 PM

31

26

26

83

4

2

4

129

139

222

43%

3:00 PM

29

27

25

81

7

2

6

139

154

235

45%

4:00 PM

29

27

22

78

7

2

7

126

142

220

42%

5:00 PM

31

25

30

86

6

2

8

104

120

206

40%

6:00 PM

30

26

30

86

9

2

8

116

135

221

43%

7:00 PM

30

25

30

85

9

2

9

127

147

232

45%

8:00 PM

30

27

20

77

6

2

6

137

151

228

44%
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Plan Commission

From: Department of Community Development
Date: December 6, 2010
Re:

Draft Complete Streets Policy and Non-Motorized Transportation Plan for
the City of Highland Park: Bike – Walk HP 2030

The Draft Bike – Walk HP 2030, which is a Complete Streets Policy and Non-Motorized
Transportation Plan for the City of Highland Park, has been provided for preliminary
Plan Commission discussion and direction. The Policy and Plan were 2011 budget goals
for the Departments of Public Works and Community Development. To date, the
Transportation Commission has been overseeing the development of the Complete
Streets Policy which is incorporated in Bike – Walk HP 2030. Bike – Walk HP 2030 is
intended to replace the Greenways Plan as an element of the City Master Plan. In
comparison to the Greenways Plan, Bike-Walk HP 2030 includes the issues addressed in
that Plan and in addition, addresses elements that are broader in scope than the
Greenways Plan.
Bike – Walk HP 2030 responds to the City Sustainability Plan which calls for the City to
reduce carbon emissions and provide alternative means of transportation. The Plan was
developed over the course of 2011 with public input provided through a community
survey and community meetings.
For Bike – Walk HP 2030 to be incorporated as an element of the City Master Plan, a
Plan Commission public hearing and City Council approval will be required. For this
meeting, the Plan Commission is asked to provide preliminary input regarding the scope
and direction of the Plan.
- Is the Plan clear in its summary of the issues that are addressed?
- Does the Plan articulate appropriate and realistic goals for Highland Park?
- Does the Plan make clear the issues and challenges that need to be addressed for
implementation?
- Are there subject areas that should be addressed in greater detail?
Following Plan Commission discussion, Bike – Walk 2030 will be presented to the
Transportation Commission and Natural Resources Commission to get their input and
direction.

Draft
Bike – Walk HP 2030
A Complete Streets Policy and Non-Motorized Transportation Plan
for the City of Highland Park

Department of Community Development
Planning Division
December 2011

Draft
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Bike – Walk HP 2030
Executive Summary
Bike – Walk HP 2030 is a Complete Streets Policy and Non-Motorized Transportation Plan for the City of
Highland Park. The Policy and Plan recommendations are based on research into best practices for bicycle and
pedestrian planning, public comment, professional staff expertise and previously approved City Plans. Bike –
Walk HP 2030 proposes that the City of Highland Park plan for improvements to the City’s street and
transportation system that will serve all users including bicyclist, pedestrians, the disabled, transit users and
users of motor vehicles. Bike – Walk HP 2030 recommendations support both programmatic improvements, those
involving non-infrastructure means for promoting bicycling and walking, and physical improvements to the
street, sidewalk, intersection and trail systems in the community. The timeframe for implementation of the Plan
is from date of adoption to 2030.
Bike – Walk HP 2030 proposes that Highland Park will develop dedicated bicycle lanes, designate shared
roadways, signed bicycle routes, and shared use paths; and, improve sidewalks and intersections throughout
the City for bicyclists and pedestrians. The Plan also includes recommendations to make it easier to use existing
local public transportation. Implementation of the Plan will be overseen by the Department of Public Works
with coordinated assistance from other City Departments; recommendations for mechanisms to effectively
manage the oversight process are also specified in the Plan.
The Plan recommends that scheduling future bicycle and pedestrian improvements for the streets in Highland
Park be elevated to the level of an infrastructure Master Plan in the same way that roadway surfaces and the
sanitary and sewer systems have improvement Master Plans. In addition, an improvement prioritization policy
is recommended so that new facility improvements are balanced with lower cost infill or retrofit projects. By
treating bicycle and pedestrian improvements as infrastructure Master Plan, the City Departments will include
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the planned improvements in the Capital Improvement Plan that is approved each year
as part of the City of Highland Park Annual Budget.
Finally, innovative projects will be introduced using a demonstration method. A number of demonstration
projects are recommended to be implemented in the near term and other improvements are set forth for later
time periods. The demonstration projects will provide the City of Highland Park an opportunity to implement
and evaluate a range of facility improvements on streets of differing classifications as preparation for on-going
implementation.
While the time horizon of the Plan is to 2030, the Plan should be evaluated and adjusted on a regular basis to
address issues and opportunities as they arise.
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I. Introduction
Bike – Walk Highland Park 2030 incorporates a Complete Streets Policy (the “Policy”) and Non-Motorized
Transportation Plan (the “Plan”) for the City of Highland Park. Bike – Walk Highland Park 2030 expands upon
and replaces the City’s of Highland Park Greenways Plan, which is an element of the City’s Master Plan,
adopted in 1995 and revised/updated in 2003 and 2007. Bike – Walk HP 2030 recognizes that non-motorized
modes of travel (bicycling, walking and access to transit) are important components of Highland Park’s
transportation mix and planning and implementation of future improvements need to be treated as such.
Consequently, Bike – Walk HP 2030 recommends that the design and implementation of the City’s trails, streets
and sidewalks should accommodate all users and that non-motorized transportation options are important and
viable alternatives to automobile travel. Through Bike – Walk HP 2030, the City will be promoting and planning
for a variety of transportation options, for direct transportation, and for links to public transit, all of which can
yield benefits to the community.
To improve non-motorized travel in and along its streets, Highland Park proposes to establish and utilize a
Complete Streets Policy, which is a comprehensive approach to street design that allocates right-of-way space
for simultaneous use by motorized vehicles, non-motorized vehicles, and pedestrians. The Complete Streets
Policy is intended to establish a design process that addresses needed non-motorized transportation
improvements when street improvement designs are considered for the motorized component of City streets.
Additionally, the Plan establishes recommendations for street, trail, sidewalk and intersection
structural/physical improvements, as well as programmatic elements, that will yield a more convenient and
efficient street network. The physical improvements and programmatic elements will offer improved safety for
motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians, and a more regionally connected, sustainable, and energy efficient
community.
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Bike – Walk HP 2030 sets forth recommendations which respond to the ”Five E’s”
paradigm established by the League of American Bicyclists for its Bicycle Friendly Communities Certification
Program and one that has been adopted for pedestrian planning as well. The Five E’s are: (1) Engineering; (2)
Education; (3) Encouragement; (4) Enforcement; and (5) Evaluation & Planning. Bike – Walk HP 2030 is
cognizant of these Five Es, and with progressive attentiveness to the Policy and Plan the City can improve its
prospects for receiving non-local funding for implementation and eventually gain a Bicycle Friendly
Community Certification from the League of American Bicyclists. The Certification is an honor presently
attained by a handful of localities in Illinois. 1
The Policy and Plan components of Bike-Walk HP 2030 incorporated a broad range of participation in the
planning process. In addition, to reviewing past City planning documents about non-motorized transportation,
a review of existing “state of the art” plans from around the country was conducted. In order to gather local
public input, an internet-based community survey was conducted and community meetings were held to gather
site-specific input from residents and others as to the particular issues and difficulties they experience getting
around in Highland Park as bicyclists or as pedestrians. The information gathered through these activities was
used to support the analysis and recommendation that are contained in the Plan.
Finally, Bike-Walk HP 2030 has a long timeframe (18 years) with significant financial implications for the City.
This time period recognizes that incorporating a full range of bicycling and walking improvements will require
a sustained period of funding for implementation and that there will be challenges for the City related to the
funding, design and construction of the recommended improvements . Implementation of the recommendations
of Bike-Walk HP 2030 will entail the use of City staff time and the recognition that constructing non-motorized
transportation improvements as part of planned roadway projects or as independent projects will have a
1

Certified municipalities include Chicago, Naperville, Schaumburg and Urbana.
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financial impact on the City’s Capital Improvement Program, as these improvements
will compete with other necessary community infrastructure projects. For Bike-Walk HP 2030 to be a success, City
staff, advisory commissions, and elected officials will have to be cognizant of the improvement program, seek
funding from a variety of sources, and allocate City funds accordingly.
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II. Why Plan for Non-Motorized Transportation?
Highland Park is an urban/suburban community with a number of areas, on the west side of the City that have
a semi-rural character. As in most suburban areas, automobile trips dominate as a transportation choice.
However, Highland Park officials and residents recognize the importance of bicycle and pedestrian facilities not
only as a recreational choice but a viable transportation choice as well.
Highland Park has an extensive existing street and sidewalk system
and is geographically compact enough to be efficiently navigated by
bicycling or walking provided that proper facilities and
improvements are available. In urban and suburban areas many
utilitarian trips are less than two miles and often times are
appropriate for bicycling or walking. Diverting short trips from
automobiles to biking and walking will result in reduced traffic
congestion and a number of other benefits of lessened use of
motorized vehicles. Map #1 displays the areas of Highland Park that
are within a 15 minute bicycle ride of the City’s downtown district.

In addition to convenience factors, defined bike lanes, improved road surface conditions and clearly marked
bike lanes/routes, well connected pedestrian and bicycle facilities have the potential to reduce accidents and
help create harmony on local roadways. A fundamental goal of Bike – Walk HP 2030 is to improve the nonmotorized connections between primary destinations, with improvements that will linkresidential
neighborhoods to business districts and to community institutions such as schools, parks and government
buildings.
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Most of Highland Park is fully developed and opportunities to incorporate significant non-motorized
transportation facilities at the outset of a development project or right-of-way dedication are few. Consequently,
it is critical that the City’s review of private development plans and the City Council’s approval of new private
development address the non-motorized transportation needs of residents, employees and visitors to and from
the development site. With regard to the existing street system (public right-of-way), bicycle and pedestrian
facility improvements can be considered and made at the time when streets are being resurfaced or
reconstructed, or at other times when a retrofitted or infill development requires a small segment of right-ofway improvements.

III. Benefits of Bicycling and Walking
Engaging in the planning, design, and implementation effort of Bike-Walk HP 2030 will change the streets of
Highland Park, physically, and in addition, has the potential to impact the residents and other community
members as well. The positive consequences of improved bicycling and walking conditions as a mode of
transportation, or as a purely recreational activity are lifetime health benefits to residents’ lives and are
consequently supported by this Plan
1. Health: Improving bicycling and walking conditions will provide residents with an opportunity to safely and
efficiently walk, run or ride a bicycle in a utilitarian fashion. Bicycling and walking are excellent ways to
improve cardiovascular health. By planning for better bicycling and walking in the community, Bike – Walk
HP 2030 is consistent with and supports the goals of the City-established Healthy Highland Park Task Force.
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2. Quality of Life: Non-motorized transportation planning provides members of the
community with an opportunity to enjoy their natural surroundings for recreational, utilitarian or pure
enjoyment purposes. In addition, improved bicycling and walking facilities can provide residents with
feelings of safety and comfort regardless of the mode of transportation being used. With improved nonmotorized facilities residents will have a choice of options when determining a mode of travel. Increased
usage of biking and walking versus use of motorized vehicles has the potential to reduce traffic and parking
congestion and improve air quality.
3. Infrastructure Preservation: Bicycling and walking provides a low-cost mobility option that places fewer
demands on local roads. Providing safe transportation alternatives can result in reduced traffic congestion
and the preservation of existing roadways by reducing the average daily traffic counts. In 2008, the average
Highland Park household logged 19,527 vehicle miles, which is higher that the northern Illinois regional
average 2 . By promoting pedestrian and bicycle travel, the City can reduce the number of automobile trips
which can lead to reduced wear-and-tear on local roads and thereby reduce spending on transportation
improvements.
4. Increased Transportation Choices: Residents, employees and visitors to Highland Park benefit by having a
range of transportation options from which to choose. With a range of transportation choices and
encouragement to select the mode that makes the most sense for any given trip, any trip by any any mode
can be a safe and pleasant means to accomplish the desired transportation needs of residents, employees, and
visitors. Good pedestrian facility design that includes adequate accessibility features can help ensure that
virtually everyone can continue to enjoy some level of mobility. Providing a range of transportation options
allows people of all ages and abilities to have access to appropriate transportation services and choices.
2

Center for Neighborhood Technology, 2009
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5. Independent Mobility for Children: By providing improved walking options in a neighborhood and to
community destinations, children have the opportunity to lead more active and independent lives rather
than lives dependent on the use of motorized vehicles.

6. Economic Development: Non-motorized transportation
planning is an effective economic development tool from
two perspectives. Safe and efficient pedestrian and bicycle
facilities allows residents to invest less money into
automobiles and associated operation and maintenance
costs. Highland Park and Lake County are popular among
recreationists for its lakefront, vibrant downtown, and
natural landscape. Incorporating non-motorized
improvements into the City’s transportation system, will
attract bicycle enthusiasts from across the region to spend
more time in the community and contribute to the local
economy. 3

Example of a local business
targeting cyclists as a customer
group.

3

Several economic impact studies have been performed by the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Transportation Research Board to assess the positive
impacts that bicycle planning can have on a local and regional economy. (See: CITE AT LEASE 2 STUDIES HERE)
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7.

Environmental: Bicycling and walking are among the most environmentally efficient modes of
transportation. In 2008, more than 22 million gallons of motor fuel were dispensed in Highland Park, which
means vehicles produced more than 207,000 tons of carbon dioxide equivalents, or a third of all communitywide emissions. Bike – Walk HP 2030 is consistent with the City of Highland Park Sustainable Community
Strategic Plan that addresses the need to reduce carbon emissions in the City.

The International Bicycle Fund has identified more that 60 benefits (advantages) of bicycling, many of them applicable to
walking as well, which can be seen at the following web address: http://www.ibike.org/encouragement/benefits.htm.

IV. Barriers to Biking and Walking
In considering that it is so beneficial for the individual and the community to have opportunities to bicycle and
walk, the obvious question raised is why don’t more people engage in these activities? There are numerous
obstacles or barriers that make it difficult, and sometimes nearly impossible, to bike or walk as an alternative to
driving. The barriers to alternative transportation choices include those affecting the physical environment;
personal, social, and perceptual barriers; and organizational and institutional barriers. An awareness and
understanding of the barriers that influence people's decision or ability to walk are the first steps for individuals,
organizations, and communities to understand the necessary changes that will effectively reduce or eliminate
such barriers.
Bike- Walk HP 2030 is intended to identify and reduce the barriers that prevent or demotivate the residents and
employees in Highland Park from pursuing non-automobile transportation choices where and when they can.
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The community survey revealed that lack of sidewalks; bike lanes and concern for
personal safety are significant barriers to biking and walking in Highland Park. Some of the more common
barriers to biking and walking are explained in more detail in the following section:
Physical Barriers:
Physical barriers consist of partial or non-existent sidewalks paths,
poor quality walking surfaces, nonexistent or inappropriate bicycle
and pedestrian crossing treatments, lack of bike lanes and other
facilities, high speed traffic, etc. The barriers may be large such as
inadequate spacing for bicyclist on a busy roadway or as small as the
worn away cross-walk markings at an intersection. Each obstacle
presents a different level of difficulty for pedestrian and bicyclist
populations. For example, a road with a high volume of fast-moving
traffic may present a greater challenge for children or older people
than it would for the average adult. Potential bicycle commuters may
be deterred from riding to a train station if quality covered and secure
bicycle parking is not provided. There are a variety of ways to address
these physical barriers through improvements related to engineering,
education, maintenance, and enforcement.

Incomplete, disconnected
sidewalks, like this one on Ridge
Road, are one barrier to an efficient
and pleasant walking environment.

Personal, Social, and Perceptual: According to a 2002 National Survey (citation will be provided), one in five
adults age 16 or older had not taken a trip by foot during a thirty-day period in the summer of 2002. The survey,
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sponsored by the U.S. Department of Transportation's National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration and the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, reported that the number one reason for not walking
is that respondents were either too busy or did not have the opportunity to walk. Other reasons or perceptions
for not walking included:

-

Not in the habit of walking or bicycling
Walk is boring
Walking or biking is dangerous; not safe place to walk, drivers are too aggressive
Other modes of transportation are faster; there is not enough time to walk or bike.
Walking is painful for me
Weather conditions preclude walking or biking

It may very well be impossible to overcome some of these barriers, but ones related to dangerous conditions, interaction
with motorists and certain perceptions related to biking and walking may be overcome through a combination of planning,
engineering, encouragement and enforcement.
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V. Bike – Walk HP 2030 Process
In January 2011 the City established a professional staff and Commission working group to oversee and inform
the Complete Streets Policy and Non-Motorized Transportation Plan development. Working group members
were drawn from the following City Departments, Commissions and other government agencies including:
- Department of Community Development
Planning Division
- Department of Public Works Engineering
Division
- City Manager’s Office

-

Park District of Highland Park
Police Department
Plan Commission
Transportation Commission
Natural Resources Commission

During the course of the planning process, the Working Group met three times and numerous members of the
Working Group attended the community meetings held for the purpose of gathering public input.
The process of developing Bike – Walk HP 2030 has involved a number of research areas and processes:
- Analyzing best practices and consulting with recognized experts in the field of complete streets and nonmotorized transportation planning;
- Examining current status of Greenways Plan improvements;
- Examining existing conditions for bicycle and pedestrian improvements in Highland Park; and
- Soliciting community input via internet surveying and community meetings.
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Best practices and consultation with recognized experts in the field of complete streets
and non-motorized transportation planning
As part of the planning process, City professional staff reviewed numerous bicycle and non-motorized
transportation plans, and information from technical websites including, but not limited to, the Active
Transportation Alliance, the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, and the National Complete Streets
Coalition. For technical information regarding the design of Non-Motorized Transportation Improvements, the
American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and the National Association of
City Transportation Officials (NACTO) websites and design guidelines were consulted.
Current status of Greenways Plan improvements
A review of the recommendations and implementation status of the Greenways Plan was conducted. The status
of each of the proposed facility improvement recommendations was considered and the unimplemented priority
projects from the Greenways Plan have been incorporated in Bike-Walk HP 2030.
Existing conditions for bicycle and pedestrian improvements in Highland Park
A review of the existing conditions relative to shared trails, street classifications and existing sidewalks was
conducted. The conditions identified were then used to inform the recommendations for demonstration and
long term project improvements.
Community input via internet surveying and community meetings
To gather input from the community, an online survey was disseminated and two community meetings were
held in June 2011. The online survey, accessible by the public for approximately two months, was completed by
518 persons. Residents of Highland Park accounted for 86 % of the survey responses. The survey found the
following from survey respondents:
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- 73% walk intentionally either daily or weekly for recreation, to perform errands or go to work
- 69% believe that all local roads, to the greatest extent practicable, should be designed to provide safe
access for biking and walking
- 56% would be encouraged to bike more if facilities were improved
- 55% bike daily or weekly
- 43% identified street/path conditions and traffic safety as the biggest barriers to biking more frequently
- 38% would be encouraged to walk more if facilities were improved
- 37% have walked to a Metra station up to 10 times in the last year 34% desire to walk to shopping areas
- 34% identified lack of sidewalks and traffic safety as the biggest barriers to walking more frequently
- 34% desire to bike to shopping areas

The results of the survey show that a majority of respondents favor pedestrian and bicycle improvements in the
community. The full survey results are contained in the Appendix of this Plan.
Additional input to the Non-Motorized Transportation Plan was provided at two public meetings held in June
2011. More than 75 attendees were presented with information regarding pedestrian and bicycle facilities and
were given the opportunity to speak to City staff of their interest in improved bicycle and pedestrian facilities
and of specific improvements needed across the community. Attendees were asked to provide information
about trails, streets sidewalks and intersections that they used and that may need some level of improvement.
The input gathered from correspondence to the Planning Division, from the community survey and the public
meetings have been vital in the development of this plan and are summarized below:
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Summary of Public Input from Community Survey and Public Meetings
Public Input
Survey / Meetings
Community destinations needing improved access
Survey
include the: Botanic Gardens, Rosewood Beach,
Central Business District and the shopping district at
Park Ave West and Rte. 41
Downtown Intersections are dangerous for pedestrians
Meetings
Bike lanes would discourage bicycle and automobile
Meetings
conflicts
East / West pedestrian and bicycle access across Rt. 41
is limited and difficult and needs to be improved
particularly along Clavey Road and Park Avenue
Survey / Meetings
West; More effective pedestrian signals needed at Rt.
41 intersections
Improved signage for bike paths, pedestrian paths and
Meetings
trails is needed
Multi-use paths (bicycle trails) and sidewalks need to
Meetings
be maintained and kept clear for year round use
Safety concerns including traffic and road surface
Survey
conditions inhibit bicycle and pedestrian activity

All of the documentation and public comment from the planning process is provided in the Appendix.
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The collected information and input were used to support the recommendations for the
Complete Streets Policy and the Non-Motorized Transportation Planof Bike- Walk HP 2030.

VI. Types of Bicyclists and Pedestrians and Facility Needs
In considering the range of benefits that can accrue to the community, its residents and others, from improved
bicycling and walking conditions, the following paragraphs identify who the users of these future facilities will
be.
Bicyclists
It is generally recognized that bicyclists may be divided into two categories: (Group A) Advanced and (Group B)
Basic. There is a Group C – children, who share certain characteristics with basic cyclists, and consequently their
needs are sometimes classified together. The recommendation set forth in this plan deal with the needs of
Groups A and B. With regard to Group C, pre-teen cyclists typically, and should, ride under supervision, close
to home and on the sidewalk. The needs of the pre-teen cyclist are addressed through the recommendations for
improved sidewalks with continuous pedestrian connections to local parks and schools.

Group A: Advanced:
Group A is composed of experienced riders who can operate a bicycle under most traffic conditions. This group
includes bicycle commuters, cycling sport riders and other cyclists who understand and follow the rules of the
road and are comfortable riding on all or most streets and roadways with or without bicycle facility
improvements
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Group B: Casual
Group B is composed of new adult and teenage riders who are less confident of their ability to operate in traffic
without special provisions for bicycles. Some of these riders will transition into the A group but there are always
many basic bicyclists who desire comfortable access to destinations and well-defined separation of bicycles and
motor vehicles.
Bicycles can safely share roadways with motor vehicles when appropriate consideration is made during the
design and construction of new, rehabilitated or reconstructed roadways. Numerous types of bicycle
accommodations can be considered based on the context, the surrounding land use, existing conditions and
characteristics of specific roadways. Accommodations can be any facility intended to improve bicycle travel or
interaction between bicycles and motorists, and can include a range of options along a continuum including
signed bicycle routes, shared roadways and striped bicycle lanes.
Group A cyclists can be served by making streets bicycle-friendly. A bicycle-friendly street has hazards
removed and smooth pavement surfaces that are patched, swept, and striped/painted. Group B riders can be
served in key travel corridors with designated facilities including signed and striped bicycle lanes, shared
roadways, and off-road trails.
Sidewalks are not a recommended route for bicyclists as they are primarily pedestrian spaces and bicyclists
crossing driveways and intersections along a sidewalk increase the risk of accidents. Group C riders (children)
should be the only authorized Group permitted to ride a bicycle on the sidewalk according to the Highland Park
Municipal Code.
The recommendations for bicycle facility improvements contained in this Plan are primarily targeted for
bicyclists contained in Group B.
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Pedestrians
People walk places because they want to or may have to. The purpose of walking can be both utilitarian and
recreational. While everyone is a pedestrian at one time or another, there are groups of people that walk because
they have no other transportation options. In that category are households without cars, senior citizens that have
given up a driver’s license, children and the disabled. Planning for a high quality walkable community includes
the design, implementation and maintenance of convenient and safe sidewalks, intersections and crosswalks. An
additional key aspect of pedestrian planning is to consider and assure comfortable access to public
transportation facilities. Highland Park recognizes that there is a growing need and responsibility to provide
options that give people the opportunity to walk—to walk more often, to walk to more places, and to feel safe
while doing so.
The next section examines the existing roadway system in Highland Park, the nature and categorization of
streets, and the function that they provide.
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VII. Highland Park’s Transportation System
The Highland Park Transportation System is an interconnected network of right-of-way improvements. Most,
but not all of these improvements are controlled by the City, but some roads, intersections, trails and public
transportation facilities, are controlled by other government or transportation entities. As the City moves
forward with implementation of the Plan, it will be important to be cognizant of jurisdictional matters and to
coordinate with other agencies accordingly.
The following section briefly describes Highland Park’s transportation system.
Streets: by type (road classification) (see map)
- Arterials are streets that provide for (a) traffic movement between areas, through, and across portions of
the City of Highland Park; (b) direct connections to principal activity centers; and (c) connections to the
freeway/expressway network. Arterials typically have the greatest volume of traffic of all streets but for
highways.
- Arterials in Highland Park include Deerfield Road; Green Bay Road; Lake Cook Road; Old Elm Road;
Park Avenue West; and portions of Central Avenue; Half Day Road; Laurel Avenue; Roger Williams;
Sheridan Road; and St. Johns Avenue
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- Collectors are streets that provide for (a) direct connections from arterial streets to residential areas as the
principal entrance and (b) the principal circulatory element within a neighborhood or activity center for
collection and distribution of traffic to local streets
- Collectors in Highland Park include Berkeley Road; Beverly Place; Clavey Road; Old Trail Road; Summit
Avenue; Sunset Road; Walker Avenue; Vine Avenue; and portions of Central Avenue; Laurel Avenue;
Ridge Road; Sheridan Road; and St. Johns Avenue
- Primary Locals are streets that provides for direct access to abutting land (a) connections to collector
streets and/or to secondary arterials (approximately 1 mile long or more)
- Primary Locals in Highland Park include Beech Street; Bloom Street Burton Avenue; Cavell Avenue;
Dean Avenue; Eastwood Avenue; Forest Avenue; Lincoln Place; Linden Avenue; Midlothian Avenue;
Moraine Road; Park Avenue East; Ravinia Road; Ravine Drive; Red Oak Lane; Ridgewood Drive;
Sunnyside Avenue; Tennyson Lane; Trail Way; University Avenue
- Secondary Locals are streets that provide direct access to abutting land (a) connections to collector streets
and/or to secondary arterials. These are the lowest traffic volume residential streets in the City.
- Secondary Locals in Highland Park include all Highland Park streets not classified within one of the
above categories.
Map #2 illustrates the roadways in Highland Park by their classification type.
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Sidewalks
These are paved pedestrian ways on the parkway at the side of a street. Sidewalks are an integral part of
transportation corridors. Sidewalks make pedestrian travel practical and easy, provide access to public
transportation and provide access to a range of destinations. Many streets in Highland Park were built without
sidewalks, which has resulted in a mixed impact on the community’s character. While creating an environment
where natural vegetation and landscaped yards abut the streets without interruption, thus establishing a “leafy”
neighborhood ambiance, the lack of sidewalks also creates hazards for pedestrians who must use streets for
walking and running. These hazards are particularly severe for children, the elderly, and the disabled.
The Greenways Plan established a principle that there should be a continuous sidewalk along one or both sides
of all major streets, especially on the designated Bicycle Routes, or where gaps occur in the sidewalks. Due to the
natural vegetation, landscaping, and topography found along some of these streets, the proposed sidewalks
must be carefully built to reduce the visual and physical effects on adjacent areas. It is a fact that while many
residents want and need access to sidewalks, many residents do not want sidewalks installed where none are
present, and feel perfectly safe walking in the street, and would reject the installation of sidewalks due to the
impact on the character of the street. Therefore, the Greenways Plan recommended that the City hold a public
meeting before each sidewalk is designed; the meeting allows the design team to gather comment of affected
residents. The Department of Public Works has developed a protocol for neighborhood input on sidewalk
construction.
Ideally, it is desirable to have sidewalks on both sides of streets. If sidewalks are present on both sides of a street
the need for a pedestrian to crossback-and-forth between street sides is minimized; a pedestrian is safer when
the number of street crossing points is as few as possible. The City Code requires sidewalks to be provided on
one or both sides of most streets except for those in the lowest density single family districts and most streets
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have sidewalks on at least one side. Nevertheless, there are numerous examples in
Highland Park where a sidewalk ends mid-block or a sidewalk is absent in a critical location making it difficult
to walk to a community destination.
Map #3 illustrates where sidewalks are missing along Highland Park roadways.
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Street Crossings: Intersections and Cross-Walks
Sidewalks provide appropriate pedestrian mobility until the sidewalk ends at a curb and the pedestrian must
enter the street surface to cross the street. Consequently, a good pedestrian network provides safe and
convenient crossing opportunities. The intent of a well-designed and marked crosswalk is to increase pedestrian
safety and promote pedestrian traffic. At crosswalks that are controlled by a traffic signal, pedestrian activated
controls can be incorporated. At certain high volume and notably difficult pedestrian intersections such as in
downtown or those crossing Illinois Route 41, countdown pedestrian signals have been installed.
Well-designed crosswalks relate to the physical context in which they are located. In lower density residential
locations, a clearly striped cross-walk may be sufficient. In more densely developed areas, or near schools and
parks, additional measures beyond the level of the current improvements may need to be incorporated to
improve safety.
The goal of good crosswalk design is to: 1) limit the wait time for a crossing opportunity; 2) make it clear to the
pedestrian where they should be walking while crossing; 3) assure that the pedestrian can clearly see vehicles
and be seen by motorists; 4) limit the time crossing the street; and, 5) assure that there is a pedestrian destination
or route on the other side of the crosswalk. To achieve these goals pedestrian intersection enhancement
measures may include high visibility crosswalk markings and advance yield lines, pedestrian signage, median
refuge islands, street and cross-walk illumination, curb extensions to shorten crossing distance, raised
crosswalks, pedestrian activated flashing beacons, and others, as warranted. Additional accommodations such
as audible countdown indicators can assist visually impaired pedestrians.
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Shared Use Paths (Off-street trails)
Shared use paths provide transportation and recreation opportunities for bicyclists and pedestrians. In Highland Park the
most notable shared use paths are the Green Bay Trail and the Skokie Valley Trail. These trails and others in Highland Park
provide many valuable benefits including transportation links, recreation venues, habitat corridors, economic development
attractors and outdoor fitness facilities. These shared use paths not only provide transportation in the City but connect
Highland Park to an extensive system of other paths throughout the region. The Park District of Highland Park has
developed numerous trails through its facilities. In addition, other agencies have developed shared use paths including notfor-profit organization such as Open Lands which developed a lakefront shoreline trail in the Highland Park portion of Fort
Sheridan.

In 2011, Open Lands constructed a
lakefront trail along the Lake Michigan
shoreline at Fort Sheridan.

Open Lands lakefront trail at Fort Sheridan.
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Map #3 illustrates the existing shared use paths in Highland Park abnd those proposed in the Greenways Plan.
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Public Transit
Transit as a mode of transportation includes public bus service, commuter rail and van pools. Expanding or
improving access to transit and transit facilities is complementary to promoting pedestrian travel as a nonmotorized transportation mode and is therefore addressed in the Plan.
The success of transit as a mode of transportation is dependent upon pedestrian access. People with disabilities
and others may rely on transit as their primary source of transportation and transit facilities and pedestrian
connections to these facilities need to be designed to meet their needs.
Public transit service in Highland Park is provided by Pace suburban bus service and Metra, the commuter rail
agency in northeast Illinois. There are four Pace routes that run in Highland Park. Pace operates its Highland
Park routes with fixed stop locations and on a “flag stop” basis; riders are able to board or exit a bus at any
intersection along the route. Metra has three stations in Highland Park and two in Highwood (Downtown and
Fort Sheridan) that provide commuter rail service to Highland Park residents and employees.
Highland Park Senior Connector
The City operates the Highland Park Senior Connector, a free bus service for people age 50 or more. The Senior
Connector runs on fixed routes primarily within downtown Highland Park and to nearby senior-oriented residential
developments; shopping locations and community institutions such as the senior center and the public library. The bus is
wheelchair accessible. The senior connector runs Monday through Friday between the hours of 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. Due to
funding constraints, in spring 2011 the hours of Senior Connector operation were reduced by approximately two hours per
day.
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Moraine Township Para-Transit Door-to-Door Vans
Moraine Township initiated a local van transportation service in 2006, enabling qualified residents (seniors, disabled, and/or
low income) to travel even outside Township boundaries to medical appointments (as far as a 15 mile radius) for a nominal
charge of $4 per trip. The Township operates two paratransit vans that have wheelchair lift service. The Township employs
the drivers, and staff schedule advance appointments for rides on "Moraine Door-to-Door" vans. Hours of operation are
Monday through Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Based on the previous assessment of Highland Park’s transportation system, the following are examples of
improvements that may be considered for the implementation of Highland Park’s Non-Motorized
Transportation Network. The specific improvements that may be implemented at a particular location will be
determined based a variety of factors considered during the design phase of a project.
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VIII. Proposed Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
Shared Use Paths: These facilities, designed for a
range of activities and users, are physically
separated from motorized traffic except at
intersections and road crossings. Examples in
Highland Park of Shared use paths include the
Green Bay Trail and the Skokie Valley Trail.
Ideally, Shared use paths, are designed and
constructed 8 to 12 feet wide with or without
adjacent soft surface treatments to be used by all
cyclists and pedestrians. Additional facilities and
amenities can be incorporated such as benches,
water fountains and route maps. Shared use paths
should be kept clear of snow and ice in winter and
debris in other seasons so that they can provide
year round functionality.

A soft surface shared use path similar to the
Green Bay Trail in Highland Park.

A hard surface shared use path.
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Bicycle Lanes: These facilities are portions of a roadway identified by
striping, signing and pavement marking for preferential use by
bicyclists and are intended to increase bicyclist comfort and safety.
Cyclists in a bicycle lane travel in one direction with the flow of traffic.
Parking is not permitted in a bicycle lane. On roads that have bicycle
lanes and parking, the bicycle lanes should be striped between the
parking spaces and the bicycle lane.

Example of a standard bike
lane

There are a variety of bicycle lane types including dedicated
bike lanes and buffered bike lanes. Dedicated bike lanes are
appropriate for collector and arterial streets with moderate to
high automobile travel demand. Dedicated bike Lanes should
be a minimum of 4 feet wide with a preferred width of 5 to 6
feet.
Buffered bike lanes provide a greater separation from motor
vehicle traffic. Buffered bike lanes are intended to be
implemented on arterial roadways with high automobile traffic.
The total width of a buffered bike lane should be a minimum of
7 feet in a single direction.

Example of a buffered bike
lane.

Example of Bike
Lane Regulatory
Signage
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Sidepaths are shared use paths that run directly adjacent to and parallel to a roadway.
Sidepaths may be considered an extra wide sidewalk. Sidepaths are best used along roadways that have high
traffic volumes and speeds and that do not have a lot of intersection and driveway crossings. The photo at right
is a sidepath installed in 2011 on IL Route 22 immediately west of Route 41 in Highland Park.
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Shared Roadways are streets shared by bicycles and
motor vehicles that are marked with pavement
marking and signage. The typical marking is called a
“sharrow”. Shared roadways are defined by wider
pavement widths and lower traffic volumes and
speeds. Pavement markings provide information to
cyclists on where to be riding in a lane of traffic and
inform motorists of the presence of cyclists. Shared
roadways are typically implemented on arterials,
collector and primary local streets when speed limits
are below 35 miles per hour. Low to moderate
automobile traffic and lack of pavement width
sufficient to install a dedicated bike lane are
characteristics associated with the implementation of
shared roadways.

Typical Shared Roadway Pavement
markings – the “sharrow.”

Potential Sign Assembly for Shared
Roadways (Manual of Uniform
Traffic Control Devices)
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Signed Routes are streets that are shared by bicyclists
and motor vehicles and have bike route signage. Signed
bike routes can be used to identify a preferred route to
or between destinations and in cases when there is not
sufficient pavement width for a bicycle lane or not a
demonstrated need for one. A signed bike route may
incorporate other improvements including bike lane
markings or sharrows or may stand alone. In addition,
bike route signs may incorporate additional wayfinding
information
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Pedestrian Facilities
Improvements for pedestrians will result in a safer, more enjoyable and utilitarian experience for residents and
visitors of Highland Park. Enhanced pedestrian facilities such as those shown below and other types of
improvements can be implemented at locations identified through public input, analysis of accident data and
survey of existing conditions.
Sidewalks are the backbone of the pedestrian
system and should be provided on a minimum of
one side of most streets. The City width-standard
for sidewalks is 5 feet in width with wider
sidewalks provided in business districts and other
locations of heavy pedestrian activity.
The primary types of enhanced Pedestrian
Facilities to be implemented are shown below:

Example of a typical residential
sidewalk with treatment to aid
visually impaired persons.
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Crosswalk Striping: On‐street striping to delineate the pedestrian crosswalk can take
many forms from minimal to more extensive. At unsignalized intersections, a combination of crosswalk striping
and signage may be necessary to assure pedestrian safety. In special circumstances, additional on‐street
pavement markings can be provided to inform motorists of upcoming crosswalks. Specific crosswalk design
solutions need to evaluate the land use and street context of the particular location in question.

Advanced crosswalk design may incorporate
in ground lighting as well as more visible
striping patterns to highlight the pedestrian
route.

Examples of a variety of crosswalk marking designs.
Source: Federal Highway Administration
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Pedestrian Islands and Mid-Block Crossings Islands
May be utilized on collector and arterial
roadways and can create safe pedestrian zones
away from automobiles. Typically placed midblock, pedestrian islands reduce the length that a
pedestrian must walk before reaching a safe
stopping point.

Raised Crosswalk: Raised crosswalks are at grade
with the sidewalk but act as either a speed bump
and/or a reminder to automobiles that they have
entered a pedestrian crosswalk. Raised crosswalks
are typically installed to reinforce stop signs.
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Bicycle and Transit Support Facilities Includes bike related improvements such as bike
parking facilities and bus shelters at nexus points with public transportation facilities. Improved bike parking at
Metra stations and bus shelters, and hard standing surfaces at selected locations along Pace routes can make
bicycle and bus commuting more attractive, comfortable and easy. The Ravinia and Downtown Highland Park
Metra stations already provide covered bike parking.

Example of covered bike
parking.

Bus shelters provide protection
from the elements and may be
strategically located along bus
routes.
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Bicycle Facilities
The facilities with which the City decides to improve a roadway for bicyclist use, and the specific nature of the
improvement, will depend upon a number of factors: right-of-way and traffic lane width, the presence of onstreet parking and average daily traffic volume. There are a variety of analytical tools that can be used to assess
the bicycle related improvement needs of a specific roadway. One such tool is the Bicycle Level of Service Model
(BLOS) that is being utilized in many jurisdictions. BLOS can be used to determine the nature of the
improvement to be designed for a specific roadway segment. Once the decision is made as to the appropriate
type of accommodation to use, the design of the improvement must be addressed. A number of national and
governmental organizations such as the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO), the National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) and, the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) have developed guidelines and standards for the design, implementation and
maintenance of bicycle facility improvements. The guidelines and standards comprehensively address design
factors such as facility width, slope, striping, surface materials, and signage. This Plan recommends that the City
incorporate the use of BLOS and these design standards to guide the future development of non-motorized
transportation improvements.

Bicycle Level of Service Model
Bicycle Level of Service (BLOS) Model is a statistical formula used by planners, designers and engineers to
evaluate a bicyclist’s perception of safety and comfort along a roadway. The BLOS model is based on the
research documented and published by the Transportation Research Board of the National Academy of
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Sciences. 4 State and local transportation departments across the country have used this
model to assist in non-motorized transportation planning and help establish an Implementation Plan.
The following table identifies the information needed and how the information is utilized to determine the
appropriate improvements for a particular roadway location.
Model Inputs
Average Daily Traffic
Number of Through Traffic Lanes
On-Street Parking
Pavement Condition
Pavement Width
Percent of Heavy Vehicles
Speed Limit

Applications
1) Conducting a benefits comparison among proposed
bikeway/roadway cross-sections
2) Identifying roadway restriping or reconfiguration opportunities to
improve bicycling conditions
3) Prioritizing and programming roadway corridors for bicycle
improvements
4) Creating bicycle suitability maps
5) Documenting improvements in corridor or system-wide bicycling
conditions over time

BLOS scores are categorized as “A, B, C, D, E and F” with “A” being the most comfortable for bicyclists and “F”
being the least comfortable under the existing conditions.
The City of Highland Park can use BLOS scores, in conjunction with accident (crash) data, public input, and
proximity to points of interest to establish a pattern of implementation and to determine which roadways are
most in need of bicycle improvements and the nature of the bicycle accommodation to be provided.
4

http://www.trb.org
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The addition of bicycle facilities in Highland Park will create an environment where bicyclists can ride
comfortably, safely and efficiently throughout the community. It should be noted that improving the conditions
for pedestrians and bicyclists has the potential to impact automobile traffic flow in certain locations. For
example, increasing the “walk” time for pedestrians at a busy signalized intersection can reduce the amount of
left hand turning time available for automobiles. Another example is that installing a bicycle lane will reduce the
available lane width on a street. With these examples in mind, balancing the requirements of motorized and
non-motorized users will be one of the many factors that will need to be taken into account as part of the
implementation of Bike-Walk HP 2030.
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IX. Policy and Plan Recommendations
Bike- Walk HP 2030’s recommendations for program and facility implementation begin with the Complete
Streets Policy. The Policy is intended to be fundamental to decision making relative to street improvements in
the City. The Policy has been developed to be comprehensive, but flexible, and to provide the necessary
guidance to the public and private sectors to assure that the needs of all users are considered when street
improvements are considered. The Complete Streets Policy incorporated herein has been reviewed and
recommended for adoption by the City’s Transportation Commission. 5
Proposed City of Highland Park Complete Streets Policy
Complete Streets are streets that safely accommodate street users of all ages and abilities including: pedestrians,
bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists. Through the Complete Streets Policy, the City of Highland Park affirms its
commitment to planning, funding, designing, constructing, operating and maintaining its public streets and rightof-ways according to the Complete Street principles in order to support the City’s Sustainability Plan and enhance
the Public Street Standards within the Highland Park Code with the goal of creating a safe, sustainable, attractive
and utilitarian multimodal network that balances the needs of all users within the community.
By adopting the Complete Streets Policy, the City of Highland Park:
- Affirms that street improvements throughout the community will improve Highland Park’s commercial and
residential environment by providing a safe, enjoyable and attractive atmosphere for street users of all ages
and abilities
5

To be considered by the Transportation Commission on December 7th.
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- Recognizes that the development of well-designed pedestrian and bicycle facilities enhances and encourages
recreational and transportation opportunities, thus promoting active, healthy lifestyles, reducing the
depletion of natural resources, improving safety and access, and reducing traffic congestion
- Appreciates the positive role that well-designed pedestrian and bicycle facilities play in attracting
economic development and sustainable economic growth
- Values the long-term cost savings of developing pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure as they relate to
improving public health, environmental stewardship, reducing fuel consumption, and reducing the
demand for motor vehicle infrastructure
By adopting this policy, the City’s Commissions will consider and require, as a function of their development
review authority, the incorporation of Complete Streets improvements in new development in addition to
considering requests from residents and property owners, prior to making recommendations to the City Council
following the appropriate public meetings. Furthermore, Complete Streets improvements will be considered and
included, in accordance with this policy, during the reconstruction or rehabilitation of existing roadways.
Objectives and Intentions
The Highland Park City Council hereby declares that the City’s objectives and intentions for developing a
Complete Streets Policy are to:
1. Use this Policy and the City of Highland Park Master Plan, Non-Motorized Transportation Plan
(A.K.A Bike-Walk HP 2030), Sustainability Plan and City Code to guide the planning, funding,
designing, implementation and operation of new and reconstructed streets while remaining flexible to
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the unique land use contexts of different neighborhoods where sound engineering
and planning judgment will produce appropriate improvements
2. Maintain the minimum safe street pavement width and radii and sidewalk pavement width to
accommodate emergency and freight vehicles as specified in Section 94 of the Highland Park Code
3. Adopt and follow contemporary national and/or state standards and statutes affecting implementation
and maintenance of Complete Streets
4. Support the PACE and METRA transit systems by providing and maintaining facilities for their users
and encouraging usage of mass transit
5. Fund the implementation and maintenance of Complete Streets improvements
6. Maximize the transportation options available within the public right-of-way
7. Develop a street system that supports inter-municipal and regional connectivity
Policy Implementation
The City of Highland Park will implement the Complete Streets Policy by:
1. Incorporating this Complete Streets policy into the Highland Park Municipal Code
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2. Reviewing and amending, as necessary, the applicable codes, standards, details,
policies or practices needed to ensure that design components for all new or modified streets follow the
intent of City policy and the Municipal Code
3. Recommending Complete Streets improvements and solutions that harmonize with the surrounding
land uses
4. Identifying and pursuing funding sources to augment City of Highland Park revenues in order to
implement Complete Streets improvements
5. Continuing inter-departmental project support and coordination focusing on activities occurring
within public right-of-ways in order to better use fiscal resources
6. Developing mechanisms recommended by the Transportation Commission by establishing an ongoing
Complete Streets and Non-Motorized Transportation Subcommittee, approved by the City Council, to
oversee the implementation of the Complete Streets policy and consider input from the public, other
Commissions, and City professional staff on related matters. The Complete Streets and Non-Motorized
Transportation Subcommittee shall be comprised of members of the Plan or Transportation
Commissions or Highland Park residents
7. Reporting to the City Council and informing the public on an annual basis of the implementation of
Complete Streets related improvements and
8. Recognizing that Complete Streets may be achieved through single projects and incrementally through
a series of smaller improvements or maintenance activities over time, and that all sources of
transportation-related funding be drawn upon to implement Complete Streets
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9. Developing evaluation measures, Bicycle Level of Service, inventory gaps in the sidewalk network,
inventory the length of streets with bicycle or pedestrian friendly enhancements relative to the
Complete Streets policy
Exceptions
Exceptions to the Complete Streets Policy shall only be granted by the City Council pending the Complete Streets
and Non-Motorized Transportation Subcommittee’s review and recommendation of a report from City
professional staff addressing how the Complete Streets Policy is deemed unreasonable or infeasible due to the
following circumstances:
1. The proposed roadway prohibits non-motorized transportation
2. Location specific topographic or other natural or man-made physical conditions
3. The financial impact of constructing or maintaining the proposed improvement is exorbitant relative to
the potential benefit of the improvement
4. There is a documented absence of need for the proposed improvement and
5. Absence of jurisdictional authority. City staff will contact the appropriate jurisdictional authority in
order to request and encourage Complete Streets improvements within Highland Park
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Staff Oversight
To assure project compliance with the Complete Streets Policy and future City Code provisions and guidelines,
the Director of Public Works should designate a Non-Motorized Transportation Plan Coordinator in the
Department to review all projects.

Bike – Walk HP 2030 System Plan
The proposed Complete Streets framework recommends that Highland Park strive for a standard level of
improvement for the streets in the Highland Park with the goal of achieving consistency with the proposed
Complete Streets Policy. The timeframe of this Plan, to the year 2030, is an acknowledgement that to achieve
implementation the improvements recommended will require funding to span over a number of years. While
being cognizant of existing conditions and financial resource constraints, the City’s goal should be to achieve,
over time, the highest level of improvement possible for each street classification. Consistent with the Complete
Street Policy, implementation of recommended improvements can and should occur as a matter of course when
City streets are resurfaced or as stand alone projects, when warranted.
The improvements listed are in descending order of complexity, so bicycle lanes are a higher level of
improvement when compared to a shared lane. The framework is not rigid, but recommends a variety of
accommodations that can be considered for each roadway by type and context. In terms of context, selecting the
appropriate accommodation for a specific situation shall be guided by various conditions including but not
limited to the roadway type, adjacent land uses, right-of way and traffic lane widths, and the presence of onstreet parking.
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Complete Streets Matrix and Framework – Preliminary*
Street Classification
Arterial
Collector
Primary
Secondary Local
Local
Automobile
Lanes
Bicycle
Improvement

Pedestrian
Improvement

Provide
adequate
traffic lanes
Bike lanes
(separated or
sidepath);
shared lanes;
signed routes
Sidewalks –
both sides of
street;
cross-walks
marked at
intersections;
mid-block
crossings;
pedestrian
islands

Provide
adequate
traffic lanes
Bike lanes
(separated or
sidepath);
shared lanes;
signed routes
Sidewalks –
both sides of
street;
Cross-walks
marked at
intersections;
pedestrian
improved
crossing
signals

Provide
adequate
traffic lanes
Shared lanes
or signed
route

Provide adequate
traffic lanes

Sidewalks –
at least one
side;
sidewalks do
not terminate
mid-block;
cross-walks
marked at
intersections
w/collectors

Sidewalks – at
least one side;
Sidewalks do not
terminate midblock; cross-walks
marked at
intersections
w/collectors and
arterials

No improvements
warranted unless
pending a specific
resident request
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Transit Related
Improvements

incorporated
at selected
intersections;
pedestrian
improved
crossing
signals
Protected
shelters and
paved bus
stops
provided;
Bicycle
parking
(protected)
provided at
transit stations

and arterials

Protected
shelters and
paved bus
stops
provided;
Bicycle
parking
(protected)
provided at
transit
stations
*The recommendations set forth in this table do not constitute design requirements
but are guidelines related to the generally appropriate improvement by type of street
and do not preclude the application of alternatives solutions on a given street
segment.
Preliminary Potential Improvements (will be impacted by local street conditions)
Bike Lanes: w/curb and gutter = 5 feet; w/out curb and gutter = 4 feet
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Shared Lanes: include sharrows and signage
Trails: See AASHTO, NACTO or other guidelines for specific improvement designs
Sidewalks: City standard is 5 feet wide.
Intersections: enhancements can include but are not limited to: high visibility
crosswalk markings; advance yields lines; median refuge islands; street, cross-walk
and signage illumination; curb extensions to shorten crossing distance; ped-activated
lights; audible traffic signals, etc.
Transit Related Improvements: See PACE Development Guidelines
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Developing Solutions for Bicycling and Walking
Bike – Walk HP 2030 is a first means of addressing the barriers to bicycling and walking in the community. As
stated previously, Bike – Walk HP 2030 seeks to build on and refine previous planning efforts and provide the
elements that will lead to solutions that will benefit Highland Park residents seeking a better bicycling and
walking system. Recommendations will address the following by areas:








Engineering
o Updating City Codes related to non-motorized transportation improvements
o Utilizing nationally recognized standards for the design and operation of bicycle and pedestrian
improvements
o Designing and engineering safe and accessible roadways and pedestrian facilities
o Improving connectivity and access to major community destinations
o Finding funding to support and sustain the improvements long-term
Education
o Educating roadway users about rules, rights, and responsibilities
o Providing bicycle education opportunities for community residents
Enforcement
o Enforcing proper behaviors and use of roadway facilities
Encouragement
o Promoting walking and physical activity throughout the community
Evaluation and Planning
o Developing baseline data to measure the outcome of planning and implementation efforts
o Evaluating the outcomes of the planning and implementation efforts
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X. Recommendations and Implementation
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Planning in Highland Park
In Highland Park, historically, three entities have been responsible for bicycle and pedestrian facility planning.
At the broadest regional level, the Lake County Department of Transportation has developed parts or all of
certain off-street regional trails including the Skokie Valley trail, the Green Bay Trail, and the McClory Trail. The
Park District of Highland Park is responsible for portions or entire section of shared use paths (off-street trails)
that are located within its parks. The City of Highland Park is responsible for the balance of trails and sidewalks
in Highland Park.
With respect to roadways, the City of Highland Park has jurisdiction over most local streets but other
governmental units also have jurisdiction over streets located in and on the periphery of the City.
The following governmental entities have jurisdiction over specific roadways in Highland Park and the City will
need to coordinate with these entities on projects where there is a jurisdictional interconnection:
- Illinois Department of Transportation: IL Route 41, Sheridan Road, Deerfield Road
- Cook County: Lake Cook Road (east of Green Bay Road and West of Winiona)
- City of Lake Forest (Old Elm Road)
Implementing the complete streets policy and non-motorized transportation improvements will have an impact
on the City’s budget in terms of staff time and budget expenditures. Installation of bicycle and pedestrian
improvements will compete with other necessary infrastructure projects for funding and will add to the cost of
roadway improvement projects. The cost of developing a shared use path or sidepath varies depending upon
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land acquisition and the extent of the improvements proposed. For example, the City of
Chicago expends approximately $40,000 to $50,000 per mile of standard bike lane, $10,000 to $15,000 per mile for
shared bike lanes and up to $200,000 per mile of buffered bike lanes. Signed bike routes are the least expensive
bicycle facility improvement. The consequence to the City’s capital improvement program is the potential to
reduce the amount of street repaving annually, but with the advantage of addressing the transportation needs of
an increased range of users.
Policy Recommendations
1. The City of Highland Park will develop the policies, plans and guidelines and outreach mechanisms to
other agencies so that bicycling and walking are integrals part of City life.
Short-Term
Mid-Term
Long-Term
(0 – 2 Years)
(2 – 4 Years)
(4+ Years)
Adopt the Complete Streets Policy proposed herein.
√
Accept the Complete Streets Matrix and Framework as
a guideline for future road improvement projects.
√
Develop and update a Complete Streets Improvement
√
Ongoing
Master Plan program
Apply appropriate national model design standards
Ongoing
for bicycling, pedestrian and public transportation
facilities.
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Short-Term
(0 – 2 Years)
Incorporate bicycle parking requirements in the zoning
code for all multiple family residential and commercial
land uses and provide on-street bike parking
throughout the community.
Provide facilities for two levels of bicycle riders: basic
and advanced.
Design, develop and operate sidewalks as pedestrian
spaces first and as bicycle facilities for children.

Mid-Term
(2 – 4 Years)

Long-Term
(4+ Years)

√

Ongoing
Ongoing

Provide or coordinate efforts with Pace and Metra to
provide appropriate bicycle and pedestrian
improvements along bus routes and at train stations.

Ongoing

Work with and encourage/support the development
of Park District and Forest Preserve District facilities
that include paved multi-use trails that meet standards
for safe and attractive bicycle and pedestrian
transportation.

Ongoing
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2. The City of Highland Park will develop and maintain a continuous, interconnected bicycling and
pedestrian system that accommodates short and long distance trips and provides connections and access to
major community destinations.
Short-Term
Mid-Term
Long-Term
(0 – 2 Years)
(2 – 4 Years)
(4+ Years)
Regularly assess street, trail and sidewalk maintenance
needs and make spot improvements.
Ongoing
Implement missing link and retrofit improvements in
the biking and walking systems as highest priority
projects.
Improve the arterial and collector streets, when
implementing roadway improvement projects, so that
they provide a primary bicycling and walking system
for through the City,
Improve the primary residential streets so that they
provide a secondary bicycling and walking system and
a link to the primary system

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
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Short-Term
(0 – 2 Years)
Plan for and implement shared use path improvements
at the same time as making street route improvements
in order to provide riding and walking opportunities
for all types of bicyclists and pedestrians.
Work with the School and Park Districts to ensure that
schools and parks are safely connected into the bicycle
and pedestrian systems.

Mid-Term
(2 – 4 Years)

Long-Term
(4+ Years)

√

√

Ongoing

3. The City of Highland Park will accommodate funding of bicycle and pedestrian related improvements into
the capital funding requests for street improvement related projects, where appropriate.
Short-Term
Mid-Term
Long-Term
(0 – 2 Years)
(2 – 4 Years)
(4+ Years)
Identify and apply for grant funding for bicycle and
pedestrian related improvement projects.
Ongoing
Allocate and balance funding between projects
designed to improve conditions for automobiles and
those that accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians.

Ongoing
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4. The City of Highland Park will supplement these engineering improvements by implementing bicycle and
pedestrian education, encouragement and enforcement and evaluation programs.
Short-Term
Mid-Term
Long-Term
(0 – 2 Years)
(2 – 4 Years)
(4+ Years)
Establish a Non-Motorized Transportation
Subcommittee of the Transportation Commission to
monitor implementation of Bike – Walk HP 2030.
√
Establish an on-going staff working group tasked with
implementation of Bike – Walk HP 2030.
√
Initiate a regular semi-annual bicycle count to establish
base and on-going data on bicycling in Highland Park.
√
Update the Bicycle section of the Highland Park
Municipal Code and work to reinforce public
understanding of laws concerning cyclists.
Adopt requirements that property owners shovel snow
and keep sidewalks clear for pedestrians.
Provide an annual update that tracks the
implementation progress of the Non-Motorized
Transportation Plan.

√

√

√
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Short-Term
(0 – 2 Years)
Work with local school districts on Safe Routes to
School programs to increase the number of students
that walk or bicycle to school.
Collaborate with bicycle advocacy groups and other
entities on the implementation of Bike – Walk HP 2030
and other initiatives
Pursue certifications as a Bicycle and Pedestrian
Friendly Community
Enforce motor vehicle and pedestrian laws at high
volume intersections in downtown Highland Park on a
regular basis.
Once or twice per year, close off selected streets for a
specific time period to automotive traffic to promote
biking and walking.
Promote bicycling and walking in Highland Park
through the Healthy Highland Park Task Force.

Mid-Term
(2 – 4 Years)

Long-Term
(4+ Years)

√

Ongoing
√

√

Ongoing

√

√

Ongoing
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5. The City of Highland Park will work with adjacent municipalities and regional transit agencies to promote
and implement improved regional connections.
Short-Term
(0 – 2 Years)

Mid-Term
(2 – 4 Years)

Make improvements to corridors identified as
regionally significant bicycle routes and coordinate
planning and implementation with surrounding
jurisdictions, as necessary.
The City of Highland Park will seek to expand
availability of and access to public transportation.
Improve bike and public transit connectivity by
providing secure and improved protected bicycle
storage at Metra Rail Stations
Provide hard –surface and protected bus shelters at to
be determined locations along Highland Park bus
routes.
Conduct a feasibility study to explore the potential of
expanding the Senior Connector for persons 50 years
old and up to a Highland Park Connector that could be
used by persons of any age including teenagers and all
adults.

Long-Term
(4+ Years)

Ongoing

Ongoing

√

√
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Short-Term
(0 – 2 Years)
Promote Pace bus service and the local routes in order
to increase local awareness of bus transit options and
ridership

Mid-Term
(2 – 4 Years)

Long-Term
(4+ Years)

Ongoing

Facility Improvement Recommendations
The recommendations contained herein are for a range of improvements including on‐street routes, shared use
paths, sidewalks and intersections.
On Street Bicycle Routes
As previously described, on-street route improvements should be developed by street classification type. The
Greenways Plan identified numerous on-street routes but did not specifically state the extent and nature of the
improvements to be incorporated. Consequently, only two on-street bike lane routes were recommended: Green
Bay Road and Laurel Avenue. Bike – Walk HP 2030 recommends that on-street route improvements be
developed as suggested in the Complete Streets matrix provided. Consistent with the Complete Streets Policy,
on-street route improvements should be designed and included in future planned street improvement projects.
That way over time, as the City improves its streets, facilities for bicyclists and pedestrians will be incorporated
into those projects. Furthermore, the City should place a high priority on implementing retrofit improvements to
streets that have recently been improved and where the pavement condition is suitable for restriping, as needed.
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As implementation of Bike – Walk HP 2030, the Department of Public Works in coordination with the Finance
Department will develop a plan to bring all streets in the City, to the extent practicable, into conformity with the
Complete Streets Policy within the 18 year timeframe of the Plan. This implementation schedule shall constitute
a Complete Streets Master Plan, and should be developed, budgeted and implemented in the same manner as
other infrastructure related Master Plans that have been developed by City Departments.
In the interim and at the outset of implementation of the Plan a number of demonstration projects have been
identified that can illustrate the benefits of route improvements and will allow the City to begin to understand
the dynamics of implementing on‐street improvements and other bicycle accommodations. The streets
suggested for the demonstration projects were chosen because they are located in a various neighborhoods
throughout the City, are located on a range of street types and will incorporate a range of facility improvements.
In this way, the City can evaluate the implementation issues and opportunities and the outcomes of a variety of
projects at the outset of Plan implementation. These proposed demonstration projects are set forth in the
following table.
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Demonstration Projects
Location/Street Type

St. Johns
Avenue(collector)/Green
Bay Trail (shared use
path)

Green Bay Road (arterial)

Ridge Road/Richfield
Road (collector)
Clavey Road/Blackstone/
Burton (collector)

Dean/Cedar/Linden
(primary residential)
Cavell Avenue (primary

Extents

Bicycle Facility
Recommendation

Pedestrian Facility
Recommendation

Improved routing
from terminus at
downtown Metra
Station to Vine
Ave at Highland
Park High School
Lake Cook Road
(s) to Central
Avenue (n)
Deerfield Road (s)
to City Limits (n)
Red Oak Lane (w)
to Roger Williams
(n)

Shared lanes;
sidepath or signed
route

Possible expansion
of sidewalk as a
sidepath along west
side of St. Johns
from Central to Vine
Avenue.
Install missing
segments

Shared lanes or
signed route
Bike lanes, shared
lanes and signed
route

Roger Williams (s)
to Maple Avenue
Richfield (s) to

Shared lanes and
signed routes
Shared lanes and

Bike lanes and
shared lanes

Estimated Cost
(to be
determined)

Install missing
segments (one side)
Install missing
segments (one side);
improve crosswalks
at Fink Park
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residential)
Walker Avenue (north
side of street)/(collector)

Park Avenue West
(n)
St. Johns (w) to
Oak Street (e)

signed routes
Sidepath (Work in
cooperation with
IDOT to extend
existing sidepath to
connect to Open
Lands Lakefront
Trail.)

Shared Use Paths
The projects identified in this section are long-term goals of Bike – Walk HP 2030, meaning that planning might
begin in the near term but implementation is not likely to begin until four years after Plan adoption. To a greater
or lesser extent, these projects involve multiple governmental jurisdictions and a few may involve private
property owners. Furthermore, funding for the proposed improvements can only be partially supported by City
of Highland Park revenues and will require financial participation of other units of government and securing
grant funds from a range of sources. Bike – Walk HP 2030 recommends that the Departments of Community
Development and Public Works prioritize the projects, develop an action plan for implementation of the highest
priority ones and report to the City Council within the short-term time horizon of 0 – 2 years of Plan adoption.
Project cost estimates will be determined on a case-by-case basis.
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Location

Project Description

Skokie River
Woods/Highland Park
Recreation Center Trail
(part of Skokie River
greenway)
Taylor Avenue/Park
Avenue West Trail (part
of Skokie River greenway)

Shared use path between
Half Day Road and Park
Avenue West

Hidden Creek Aqua Park
to Fink Park Trail (part of
Skokie River greenway)

Northshore Sanitary

Route from Park Avenue
West to Taylor Avenue
and then on-street
connection to Central
Avenue. Bridge over
Skokie River may be
required depending upon
specific trail routing
Route from the Hidden
Creek Aqua Park along
western edge of Sunset
Valley Golf Course and
Bob O’Link Country Club
to Edgewood Avenue
right of way and Fink
Park
Route from Clavey Road

Destination Accessed or
Connected
Highland Park Recreation
Center, Public Services
Building, Commercial
District at Park Avenue
West and Route 41
Highland Park Public
Services Center, Highland
Park Recreation Center &
Country Club,
Commercial District at
Park Avenue West and
Route 41

Jurisdictional & Other
Issues
Park District of Highland
Park

Hidden Creek Aqua Park
and Fink Park

Park District of Highland
Park and private property
owners

Botanic Gardens

Coordinate with NSSD

Coordination with Illinois
Department of
Transportation, Army
Corps of Engineers and
private property owners
of Staples shopping center
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Location

Project Description

District Trail (part of
Skokie River greenway)
Beech Street

to Lake-Cook Road
(adjacent to NSSD facility)
Build shared path to
lakefront

Destination Accessed or
Connected

Jurisdictional & Other
Issues

Connecting Sheridan
Road to Millard Park and
Ravine Drive

Park District of Highland
Park

Sidewalks
Bike – Walk HP 2030 recommends that where a demonstrated need for a sidewalk is evidenced, that
demonstrated need should take precedence over the aesthetic impact of the sidewalk construction. Nevertheless,
careful planning and input from with impacted residents should be a primary goal when implementing a
sidewalk project.
Sidewalk improvements should be implemented in conjunction with roadway repair projects, and as with onstreet bicycle improvements, the construction of sidewalks should likewise be incorporated into adjacent
roadway projects; this policy is what a Complete Streets Policy asks of right of way design. The estimated cost to
develop new five-foot-wide sidewalk is $35 per lineal foot. The highest priority for sidewalk projects shall be to
provide continuous sidewalks along arterial streets and at least one continuous sidewalk on collector and
primary local streets. Furthermore, priority sidewalk projects shall be those not yet implemented as
recommended in the current Greenways Plan and ones that fill a small gap of missing sidewalk or facilitate
access to a school, park, commercial area or transit facility.
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Location/Street
Classification
Green Bay Road

Sheridan Road
(coordination with IDOT
required)
Park Avenue West

IL Route 22 (coordination
with IDOT required)

Ridge Road

Project Description

Roadway Type

Destinations

Complete missing
sidewalk segments on
west side of street south of
Edgewood Road
Complete sidewalks on
one side to fill in gaps,
especially in Rosewood
Beach area
Complete sidewalk on
south side from Ridge
Road to Spruce Avenue
Complete missing
segments to connect north
side pedestrian path to
Route 41
Complete sidewalks as
follows:
(1) Berkeley Road to
Garland Avenue (east
side, (2) Ridgelee to Lake
Cook Road (west side), (3)

Arterial

Edgewood School,
Ravinia Business District
and Metra station

Arterial

Rosewood beach, Ravinia
School, business district
and Metra station

Arterial

Highmoor Park, Route
41/Park Avenue West
commercial area
Skokie Valley Trail, Route
22/Route 41 commercial
area

Arterial

Collector

Various including Heller
Nature Center, schools at
south end and West Ridge
Center and Park
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Location/Street
Classification

Project Description

Roadway Type

Route 22 to Park Avenue
West (west side), (4) Route
22 to City limits (west
side)
Collector
Complete sidewalk on
north side from Barberry
Road to railroad tracks

Destinations

Lake Cook Road
(coordination with Cook
County Highway
Department required)
Greenwood Avenue (or
Warbler Lane), Brook
Road, Western Avenue
from North Avenue to
Old Elm Road
Krenn Avenue from
Hyacinth to Old Elm Road

Build sidewalk on north
side from Ridge Road to
City limits

Skokie Valley Trail, Skokie
Valley Road commercial
area, Fink Park, Ravinia
Metra station
Botanic Garden, Skokie
Valley Road commercial
area

Build sidewalk connecting Secondary Local
neighborhood to south to
Old Elm Road

Fort Sheridan Metra
Station, Fort Sheridan and
McClory Trail

Build sidewalk on east
side of Krenn Avenue

Secondary Local

Cloverdale Avenue

Complete sidewalk from
Cloverdale Park to

Primary Local

Met5ra Station, Western
Avenue commercial area,
McClory Trail
Cloverdale Park

Clavey Road
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Location/Street
Classification
Arbor Avenue

Crofton Avenue

Project Description
Berkeley Road
Complete sidewalk on
east side from Midland to
Berkeley Road (access to
Sherwood Park)
Build sidewalk on east
side from Bob O’Link
Road to Saxony Road

Roadway Type

Destinations

Secondary Local

Sherwood Park

Secondary Local

Edgewood and Lincoln
Schools
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Intersections, Crosswalks, Pedestrian Bridges
The selection of appropriate pedestrian crossing implementation measures shall be incorporated into the
engineering analysis of future projects. In addition, as a long-term goal, facilitating bicycle and pedestrian access
across Route 41 in a second location in Highland Park should be planned for, and funding should be sought
when opportunities arise.
Destinations Accessed or
Connected
Aqua Park, Downtown
Highland Park, Skokie
Valley Bike Trail, Jewel
Shopping Center

Location(s)

Project Description

Pedestrian Bridge @ Old
Deerfield Road & Old
Skokie Road

Restripe crosswalks and
improve surface and
signage leading to and
from Skokie Valley Trail
and bike lanes; ADA ramp
compliance
Examine signage and
street markings
Improve pedestrian
Commercial area,
crossing to the Recreation Highland Park Recreation
Center from sidewalk on
Center
south side of Park Avenue
West.

Elm Place and First Street
Park Avenue West at
Highland Park Recreation
Center
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Location(s)

Project Description

Half Day Road and IL
Route 41

Work with IDOT to
improve safety of the
pedestrian crosswalk

Roger Williams Avenue
and Sheridan Road

Improve crosswalk across
Sheridan Road

Crosswalks adjacent to
parks and schools
Park Avenue Bridge at IL
Route 41

On-going maintenance
and restriping as needed
Grade separated bicycle
and pedestrian crossing

Destinations Accessed or
Connected
Skokie Valley Trail, Heller
Nature Center, Public
Services Building, Cuniff
Park
Ravinia Business District
and Rosewood Park and
Beach
City-wide
Highland Park Recreation
Center, Wolters Field,
various shopping centers
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XI. Key Elements of Plan Implementation
The most important recommendations relative to implementation of Bike -Walk HP 2030 will be a commitment of
staff time and local funding over the timeframe of the project. The 18 year span of this Plan and the guidance
provided by the Complete Street Policy will allow for, and can result in, incremental improvements that, when
completed will result in functional and safe bicycling and pedestrian systems in Highland Park.
Development of Complete Streets Master Plan
Following adoption of the Complete Streets Policy and Bike-Walk HP 2030, the City’s Departments of Public
Works and Community Development should complete a Bicycle Level of Service analysis of City streets and an
inventory and assessment of sidewalk, crosswalk and intersection conditions and needed improvements. This
information would become the basis for the previously cited Complete Streets Master Plan. The proposed
Master Plan would then be used for budgeting capital improvements for the bicycle and pedestrian projects
identified in this Plan and other improvements that are recognized during the timeframe of Plan
Implementation. In addition, by approving this Plan and establishing a plan for implementation, the City’s
ability to secure funding from outside sources, including state and federal grants, is advantaged, because the
City will have a grant-ready list of improvement projects.
Designate a Complete Streets Staff Coordinator and Oversight Committee
A City staff person should be designated as the Complete Streets Coordinator. This staff member would
participate in plan and project reviews to assure compliance with the Complete Streets Policy and Plan
recommendations. The Coordinator will also be the City’s staff interface with other governmental entities with
regard to non-motorized transportation improvements in Highland Park. The selected staff person should be
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provided with, and trained to utilize the most current technical information related to
bicycle and pedestrian facility improvements.
Furthermore, it is recommended that the City Council establish a subcommittee of the Transportation
Commission to monitor and provide input related to Policy and Plan implementation. The subcommittee should
also include non-voting staff members from the Departments of Community Development, Public Works and
Police that can advise and respond to Committee members input.

Balancing Retrofit, Small Scale and New Projects
Bike-Walk HP 2030 contains recommendations for a variety of improvements that have a broad range of
potential funding implications for the City of Highland Park. Establishing new facilities such as a shared use
path or buffered bicycle lane can be a major capital project with a multi-year timeframes. Installing a signed bike
route or restriping crosswalks for pedestrians and bicyclist are lower cost improvements. The Complete Streets
Policy incorporates the notion that bicycle and pedestrian improvements are incorporated into larger projects on
a regular basis, thus the cost of these improvements are absorbed and become a much smaller component of the
overall project cost. Nevertheless, the City should balance larger projects with smaller retrofit ones in order to
make “spot” improvements that can benefit and improve the entire system.

Pursue “Bicycle Friendly Community” Status
By pursing implementation of the Complete Streets Policy and the recommendations in this Plan, the City of
Highland Park should be well-positioned to achieve recognition as a Bicycle Friendly Community from the
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League of American Bicyclists. The program has a range of recognition levels from
Honorable Mention to Platinum, and achieving recognition would put Highland Park in a select group of
Illinois communities that have already been recognized.
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Appendix

Funding Sources
Summary of Major Funding Sources
The League of Illinois Bicyclists provides up-to-date information on available funding for bicycle and pedestrian
projects. Information is available at the following web site:
http://www.bikelib.org/bikeplanning/bikeway-funding-tips/.
The primary sources of funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects include the following:
Illinois Transportation Enhancements Program (ITEP)
- Federal source with 80% federal/state, 20% local cost shares.
- Administered by IDOT.
- Very high demand to supply ratio (averaging 8:1).
- Emphasis on transportation potential and inclusion in a larger, officially-adopted plan.
- Federal engineering standards required to be met.
- Program typically geared to large projects ($400,000 and up)
- Federal requirements can be burdensome
Illinois State Bike Grant Program
- Only off-road trails and bikeways are eligible.
- 50% local cost match required.
- Administered by the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (March 1 deadline).
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Recreational Trails Program
- Administered by IDNR and IDOT (March 1 deadline).
- 50% of program funding is dedicated for non-motorized, off-road trails.
- $200,000 limit (except for land acquisition projects) w/20% local cost match required.
- Trails serving other user groups (equestrian, hiking, cross-country ski, snowmobile) get priority.
Illinois Safe Routes to School program
- Federal source paid entirely (100%) by federal/state, with no local cost share.
- Administered by IDOT.
- 70-90% for infrastructure projects within 2 miles of schools serving any K-8 grades (application maximum of
$250K for up to 3 projects).
- 10-30% for education and encouragement programs for the same grades (application maximum of $100K for
up to 3 projects).
- Non-infrastructure grants are much less competitive.
- Preparation of IDOT’s on-line “School Travel Plan” is a prerequisite for applications.
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League of American Bicyclists Bicycle Friendly Community Certification Program
What Are the 5 Es?
Bicycle Friendly Community Applicant’s are judged in five categories often referred to as the “Five Es”. These
are Engineering, Education, Encouragement, Enforcement, and Evaluation & Planning. A community must
demonstrate achievements in each of the five categories in order to be considered for an award. Communities
with more significant achievements in these areas receive superior awards.
ENGINEERING
Communities are asked about what is on the ground; what has been built to promote cycling in the community.
For example, questions in this category inquire about the existence and content of a bicycle master plan, the
accommodation of cyclists on public roads, and the existence of both well-designed bike lanes and multi-use
paths in the community. Reviewers also look at the availability of secure bike parking and the condition and
connectivity of both the off-road and on-road network.
EDUCATION
The questions in this category are designed to determine the amount of education there is available for both
cyclists and motorists. Education includes teaching cyclists of all ages how to ride safely in any area for multiuse paths to congested city streets as well as teaching motorists how to share the road safely with cyclists. Some
things that reviewers look at are the availability of cycling education for adults and children, the number of
League Cycling Instructors in the community, and other ways that safety information is distributed to both
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cyclists and motorists in the community including bike maps, tip sheets, and as a part of
driver’s education manuals and courses.
ENCOURAGEMENT
This category concentrates on how the community promotes and encourages bicycling. This can be done
through Bike Month and Bike to Work Week events as well as producing community bike maps, route finding
signage, community bike rides, commuter incentive programs, and having a Safe Routes to School program. In
addition, some questions focus on other things that have been built to promote cycling or a cycling culture such
as off-road facilities, BMX parks, velodromes, and the existence of both road and mountain bicycling clubs.
ENFORCEMENT
The enforcement category contains questions that measure the connections between the cycling and law
enforcement communities. Questions address whether or not the law enforcement community has a liaison with
the cycling community, if there are bicycle divisions of the law enforcement or public safety communities, if the
community uses targeted enforcement to encourage cyclists and motorists to share the road safely, and the
existence of bicycling related laws such as those requiring helmet or the use of sidepaths.
EVALUATION & PLANNING
Here the community is judged on the systems that they have in place to evaluate current programs and plan for
the future. Questions are focused on measuring the amount of cycling taking place in the community, the crash
and fatality rates, and ways that the community works to improve these numbers. Communities are asked about
whether or not they have a bike plan, how much of it has been implemented and what the next steps for
improvement are.
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Organizations Websites
- Active Transportation Alliance: www.activetrans.org
- Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center: www.pedbikeinfo.org
- Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals: www.apbp.org
- League of Illinois Bicyclists: www.bikelib.org
- League of American Bicyclists: www.bikeleague.org
- National Complete Streets Coalition: www.completestreets.org
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Previous City Plans and Policies
A Bikeway System for Highland Park Illinois (1975)
Prepared for the City by planning consultant Anglos Demetriou, this report provided a comprehensive
overview of bicycle system requirements, design considerations and bikeway placement criteria. In addition, the
report provided an extensive Bikeway Development Schedule making recommendations for the type of
improvements needed (trail, lane, shared roadway or sidewalk route) for many streets in Highland Park
Greenways Plan (1995, 2003 and 2007)
The Greenways Plan, an element of the City of Highland Park Master Plan, was developed by the “Greenways
Committee” which was made up of 13 residents who provided a balanced view of the need for various types of
greenways that included bicyclists, walkers, runners, and in-line skaters. This Committee met in 1994 and 1995
to create the Greenways Plan. The Committee was assisted by staff from both the City and Park District of
Highland Park. The activities, comments, complaints and desires of nearly 1,100 families were gathered through
a survey published in the Highlander in 1993. This survey found that most of the respondents walk, jog, skate,
and ride bicycles primarily for recreation, but some also do it for transportations to school, work and shopping.
The Greenways Plan was developed to improve connecting open spaces, neighborhoods and business areas
with trails, sidewalks, and bicycle routes. These facilities will make it easier to walk or ride around town and
offer safe and scenic places for recreation close to home. The Plan was developed because many Highland
Parkers said they wanted new places to walk, run, skate, and bike and also to protect the community’s natural
environment and character. This Plan was responsive to those desires by proposing greenways that offer both
transportation and recreational benefits while respecting and enhancing the environment. A number of the
recommendations of the Greenways Plan have been implemented (see attached map and table)
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Sustainable Community Strategic Plan (2010)
The Sustainable Community Strategic Plan, approved by Highland Park in 2010, establishes broad objectives to
guide community-wide sustainability initiatives to 2030. Thye 10 goal areas identified include community
engagement, governance, green economy energy and built environment, mobility, materials, water, ecosystems,
culture and legacy. For the purposes of this Non-Motorized Transportation Plan, the most pertinent goals area is
mobility.
Specifically, the Mobility goal from the Plan (attached) state the following:
Satisfy the community’s mobility needs with an efficient, safwe and accessible intermodal transportation system that relies
heavily on public transit, biking, pedestrian traffic, car sharing, and clean fuels.
The Plan provides for the following specific objectives some of which are addressed by Bike-Walk HP 2030
- Complete Streets: Engage the public and the Active Transportation Alliance to develop a Community Plan
to promote a safe, low-emission intermodal transportation system by 2011
- Survey: Circulate a survey to Hospital and Park District employees to identify options for reducing fuel
use among Highland Park’s two largest employers
- Car sharing: Introduce car sharing at every train station and in every business district by 2015
- Parking: Increased bike parking and introduce designated plug-in and solar charging stations
- Neighborhoods: Use retail mix, zoning and parking requirements to decrease vehicle miles traveled.
- Decrease vehicle miles traveled per household to 50% below 2008 levels (19,500 miles) by 2030
- Decrease emissions per vehicle mile travelled per household to 50% below 2010 levels by 2030
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[
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PRIORITIES OF PROPOSED GREENWAYS IMPROVEMENTS
The following projects will be constructed by other agencies or developers so there is little or no cost to the City.

= Priority has been completed

= Partially completed

Items in red text have not been initiated.
Route or Street
Ft. Sheridan/Walker Ave.

Proposed Improvements
Needs more detailed study but
developer should provide access to and
along lakefront and Green Bay Trail

Green Bay Trail from
Elm Pl. to Bloom St.

Build 1300’ trail and bridge over Vine
Ave. from Elm Pl. to existing path

Painters Lake trail

Build trail by September, 1996;
encourage connecting trails through

1

2

3

Notes
Planned for
construction
by Open
Lands completion
in 2011
Partially
completed,
segment
from Vine to
Bloom not
planned or
constructed
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4

Skokie Valley Trail south
of Park Ave. West

5

Skokie Valley Trail north
of Park Ave. West

6

Skokie Valley Road from
Clavey Rd. to Lake Cook

Lake Cook Road (County
Line Road) east of US 41
7

Deerfield High School to Prairie Wolf
Slough
Build missing 400’ segment of trail;
encourage extension into Northbrook
and access to Lake-Cook Rd.
Lake County will build trail with bridge
over Route 22 & access to Route 22 by
1998
Developer will build 1100’ sidewalk on
east side at Crossroads Shopping
Center; provide pedestrian crossing
buttons at traffic signals
Support Cook County Forest Preserve
District plan to build trail from Botanic
Garden to Green Bay Trail through
Turnbull Woods Forest Preserver

= Priority has been completed

Project
funded and
planned for
2030
construction
season

= Partially completed

Items in red text have not been initiated.
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SHORT-TERM PRIORITES: The following routes and improvements are recommended to
be built before 2000.

= Priority has been completed

= Partially completed

Items in red text have not been initiated.
Route or Street

Proposed Improvements
Improve maintenance; widen trail to 10’;
provide access through Ravinia Festival
Green Bay Trail from
to Blackstone; improve visibility
8
Laurel Ave. to Lake
through parking lots; avoid encroaching
Cook Road
gardens and fences; remove overhanging
tree branches
Sheridan Road from St.
Build 4900’ sidewalks on one side to fill
9 Johns Ave. to Lake Cook in gaps along Sheridan Rd., especially
near Rosewood Park
Berkeley Prairie path
Build 1600’ trail through Berkeley
west of Ridge Rd. to
Prairie and new bridge over Middlefork
River
10 North Ave. in Deerfield

HPCC trail from Park
11 Ave. West to Half Day
Rd.

Notes

Not Done
Partially
completed –
trail built,
but bridge
not built

Build 2800’ path from Park Ave. West
to Half Day Rd.
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Berkeley Road from
C&NWRR to Ridge Rd.

Build 2050’ sidewalk on north side from
Sherwood to Ridge; build 100’ or tunnel
at C&NWRR to connect to Skokie
Valley Trail

Green Bay Road from
Laurel Ave. to Lake
Cook Rd.

Build sidewalks on both sides to fill in
gaps; (2900’ on east side and 3900’ on
west side)

12

13

Ridge Road from Park
14 Ave. West to Berkeley
Road

Berkeley Rd.
sidewalk
constructed,
tunnel not
constructed
Partially
completed –
gaps remain
on west side
of Green bay
Rd.

Build 3050’ sidewalk on east from Park
Ave. West to Berkeley Rd. using
$20,000 in escrow from developers

= Priority has been completed

= Partially completed

Items in red text have not been initiated.
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MID-TERM PRIORITES: The following routes and improvements are recommended to be
built before 2005.
Route or Street
Route 22 west of US 41

Proposed Improvements
Build 3100’ sidewalk on both sides to fill
15
in gaps; encourage IDOT to extend
sidewalks to Route 43
Build 2600’-2800’ path along Skokie
NSSD site/Skokie River
River from Clavey to Lake Cook through
16 trail from Clavey rd. to
NSSD site
Lake Cook Rd.
Build 900’ path from Taylor and bridge
Taylor Avenue/Skokie
17 River Trail to Park Ave.
over Skokie River to connect to Byerly’s
path
West
Trail Way & Centennial
Build path along Skokie River through
Parkway north of Half Day Sleepy Hollow Park and Centennial Park;
build 2000’ path to Old Elm Rd. using
undeveloped right-of-way
18

Beech Street from
Sheridan Rd. to Lakefront
20 Park Ave. West from
19

Build 1400’ path to Lakefront connecting
to Ravine Dr. and Millard Park
Provided pedestrian crosswalk at HPCC;

Notes
Partially
completed
Not Done

Not Done
Partially
completed
– path
through
parks
built but
not trail
extension
to Old
Elm Road
Not done.
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Green Bay Rd. to US 41

provide pedestrian crossing signal at
Byerly’s/K-Mart drive
Ridge Road from Richfield Build 1600’ sidewalk on east from
21
Rd. to Deerfield Rd.
Richfield to Deerfield
Build 1300’ sidewalk on west side from
Ridge Road from Old
Not done.
22 Deerfield Rd. to Lake
Ridgelee to Lake Cook Road
Cook
Clavey Road west of US
Build 650’ sidewalk on north side from
41 to Red Oak Ln.
Barberry Rd. to pedestrian signal at
Partially
Skokie Valley rd; add crossing gates at
23
C&NWRR. Complete from railroad
complete.
tracks to Skokie Valley Road. Crossing
gates are present.
Old Deerfield Road from
Build 400’ sidewalk from Toys-R-Us and
Deerfield Rd. to
improve crossing at C&NWRR to connect
24
C&NWRR
to Skokie Valley Trail & existing bridge
over US 41
Build 350’ sidewalk to fill in gap on
Hastings Ave. from
Not done.
25 Marion Ave. to Stonegate Hastings near Stonegate
Dr.

= Priority has been completed

= Partially completed

Items in red text have not been initiated.
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LONG-TERM PRIORITES: The following routes and improvements are recommended to
be built before 2010.

= Priority has been completed

= Partially completed

Items in red text have not been initiated.
Route or Street
26

Clavey Road from Green
Bay Rd. to US 41

Old Elm Rd. east of US
41
Red Oak Park on Old
28
Briar Rd.
Old Mill Road west of US
29 41
27

Connection between
Route 22, Heller Nature
Center & Skokie Valley
30
Trail

Proposed Improvements

Notes

Provide pedestrian crossing at Fink Park.

Signs
present,
striping
worn.

Build 4800’ trail along Old Elm between
Centennial Park trail and Green Bay Trail
Build 400’ path through park & bridge
over Middlefork to park in Deerfield
Build 250’ trail & 100’ tunnel under
C&NWRR to Skokie Valley Trail; allow
bikes through Heller Center
Build path & repair tunnel from Heller
below C&NWRR to Skokie Valley Trail;
allow bikes through Heller Nature Center

Not Done
Not Done
Not Done
Partially
complete.Heller and
Rte. 22
connected,
but no
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connection
to Skokie
Valley
Trail
Greenwood Ave./Brook
Rd./Western Ave. from
31
Half Day Rd. to Old Elm
Rd.
Lake Cook Road west of
US 41

Provide access at barrier at North Ave.;
build 4800’ sidewalk along Greenwood,
Brook & Western from North to Old Elm.
Path present, but not paved.
Build 2500’ sidewalk on north side from
Ridge Rd. to city limits; add pedestrian
signals at Ridge and Red Oak; extend
Skokie Valley Trail to Northbrook.

32

Ridge Road from
33 Berkeley Rd. to Richfield
Rd.
Barberry Road from
Clavey Rd. to Woodridge
Park
34

Build 1700’ sidewalk on east from
Berkeley to Garland
Build 800’ path through park to sidewalk
from Lake Cook Rd.; build 450’ sidewalk
on east side of Barberry.

Partially
complete
some of
sidewalk
built –
traffic/ped
lights not
in HP
jurisdiction
Not done.
Sidewalk
is
complete,
dirt path
installed in
park to
south end
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of park.
But not to
Lake Cook
Road
35

Deerfield Road from US
41 west to Deerfield

Crofton Avenue North
36 from Bob-O-Link Rd. to
Saxony Rd.
Ridge Road south of
37 Route 22 to Park Ave.
West
Ridge Road north of
38 Route 22
39
40

41
42

Build 1200’ sidewalk on north side from
Richfield to Ridge; build 200’ sidewalk
on east side from Richfield to the ToysR-Us Center
Build 1300’ sidewalk on east side of
street

Not done.

Build 1300’ sidewalk on west from Route
22 south to existing sidewalk

Not done.

Build 1300’ sidewalk on west side;
provide pedestrian crosswalk at Heller
Center.
Cavell Ave. from Mooney Build 1200’ of sidewalk on east side
Park to Park Ave. West
Build 900’ sidewalk on east side from
Arbor Avenue from
Berkeley Rd. to Sherwood Park
Berkeley Rd. to Midland
Rd.
Build 750’ sidewalk on east side from
Cloverdale Avenue from
park to Berkeley
Park Ave. West to
Berkeley Rd.
Garrity Square
Build 400’ trail to provide secondary
access through Mooney Park, investigate

Not done.
Not done.
Not done.

Not done.
Not done.
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Summit Ave./Krenn Ave.
43 from Half Day Rd. to Old
Elm Rd.
Chaucer Lane from
44 Saxony Dr. to Edgewood
Rd.

access through cemetery or funeral home
property
Build 600’ sidewalk on east side of
Krenn from Hyacinth to Old Elm

Not done.

Build 500’ sidewalk or path from
Chaucer Lane to Edgewood Road

Not done.

Due to the nature and cost of these high priority improvements, they have been grouped apart from the remaining
recommendations.

= Priority has been completed

= Partially completed

Items in red text have not been initiated.

Park Avenue West from
Ridge Rd. to US 41
45

Build sidewalks to close gaps on both
sides; Short-term: adjust pedestrian signal
timing; Long-term: build bike/pedestrian
bridge over US 41

Partially
completed –
sidewalks
being
installed, ped
controlled
light
installed,
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Half Day road east of US
41
46

Build bide/ped bridge over US 41 near
Route 22; provide ped. crossing signal at
Summit Ave.

Skokie River Trail from
47 Clavey Rd. to Central
Ave.

Acquire access & build path in phases
through Fink Park, Bob-O-Link Golf Club
and Sunset Valley Golf Course

= Priority has been completed

bridge no
longer
contemplated
Not
completed
and no
longer
contemplated
Not done

= Partially completed
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